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ABSTRACT
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Advisor:
Asim Biswas

Agricultural digitization has demanded a large quantity of soil data for sitespecific or precision agriculture. Spectroscopy has shown potential as an alternative
characterization of soil properties over traditional laboratory methods. It has shown
potential to estimate soil properties when used in laboratory, while its use in field
remains a challenge to the global research community. This thesis studied various
aspects of spectroscopy for soil characterization in laboratory to field conditions,
including 1) optimization of preprocessing and modelling algorithms; 2) comparison of
transformation methods to eliminate environmental effects on spectral data. The
combination of 1st Derivative + Gap and Random Forest performed best to predict soil
properties from dry ground samples. Direct Standardization outperformed External
Parameter Orthogonalisation for transforming field wet spectral data. Finally,
spectroscopy was used in situ to predict 5 soil properties. The research showed a
strong promise of using soil spectroscopy for in situ and depth-specific soil
characterization.
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Chapter One
Introduction
Background Information
1.1.1 Soil Data
The importance of soil has been recognized for almost all human history. For
example, evidence dating back to 3500-4000 BC demonstrates that people understood
the importance of maintaining viable soils in order to provide for future generations
(Johnston and Poulton 2018). Historical evidence of catastrophic civilization collapses
resulting from failing agriculture underlines the need to continually evolve our
understanding and appreciation of the soil resource (Johnston et al. 2009).
In more recent years, the term ‘sustainable agriculture’ has frequently been used
to refer to an agricultural system that meets todays needs without compromising the
ability of such system to meet the needs of future generations (Johnston and Poulton
2018). The increasing interest in sustainable agriculture has brought forth the need for
on farm data, which in turn has brought forth the need for more research in areas such
as sample collection, data analysis and the use of sensors.
Soil is the foundational component of all agricultural systems, making it the focus
of sustainability issues facing modern society (Nauman and Thompson 2014). The
quality and quantity of crops that can be produced in agricultural systems is greatly
affected by soil health (FAO 2019). Reduced nutrient reserves, restricted plant rooting
depth due to compaction and available water can all affect soil health and thus, the yield
potential and resilience of the soil. Nutrient levels of the soil must be closely monitored;
1

high levels of nutrients can cause environmental impacts from run-off resulting in
decreased water quality, whereas low levels are a concern for crop development and
yield. Additionally, healthier soils tend to have a higher water holding capacity
contributing to drought resistance (FAO 2019). With freshwater availability on the
decline, reduced irrigation to supplement water deficits in agriculture has become more
important (FAO 2019). Soil organic matter (SOM) plays an important role in the water
holding capacity of the soil, it also helps reduce soil erosion (FAO 2019). Soil organic
matter has been found to help reduce soil erosion in several ways such as providing
protection from rainfall on the soils surface and providing a glue between soil particles
due to soil microbial activity that occurs in the SOM (Shi and Schulin 2018). Overall, soil
nutrients and SOM are important factors of soil health and ultimately affect the soils
ability to produce sustainably.
Best management practices are developed to offer tools to farmers which
encourage long-term soil health. These practices are most effective when farmers have
access to high quality soil data (Nauman and Thompson 2014). Soil data allows farmers
to make better-informed decisions on the inputs they use in their operation (Nauman
and Thompson 2014). These decisions can therefore be made to encourage both
economic and environmental sustainability in an agricultural system.
One of the specific way’s farmers can use soil data to better manage their land is
by using field-scale maps (Stenberg et al. 2002). Field-scale maps in combination with
precision agriculture equipment allow farmers to adjust their management decisions
based on specific zones of interest in a field. Prescriptions can be developed which
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allow farmers to apply different rates of inputs (fertilizer, seed etc.) on selected areas of
the field (Stenberg et al. 2002). By more effectively adjusting their inputs, farmers can
produce a higher quality and quantity of crops while better preserving the environmental
integrity of the land (Stenberg et al. 2002).
Field scale maps are developed by using previously collected soil data in
combination with geographic information system (GIS) technology to interpolate the soil
data across the selected landscape. Soil data is obtained by collecting several soil
samples across the area for which the map is intended (Wetterlind et al. 2008). An
optimum number of soil samples cannot be easily specified as it depends on many
variables; however, a good guideline is that higher sample numbers will improve map
accuracy (Wetterlind et al. 2008). Sample collection and analysis can be a limiting factor
in the time associated with developing a field scale map. On-farm management
decisions rely on many variables, including weather, employee availability, and input
prices, farmers cannot afford to add waiting for a field scale map to the list of variables.
1.1.2 Traditional Sampling and Analysis Methods
For soil data, soil samples must be collected from the fields. The Ontario Ministry
of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA), recommends collecting a minimum of
20 soil samples within an agricultural field, with an additional core for every acre of the
field over 20 acres in size. Soil cores should be collected 15-30 cm in depth (Reid
2016). Under this approach, OMAFRA recommends collecting samples in a random
order across the entire field, in order to obtain a representative sample, following a zigzag pattern from one end of the field to the other. However, one may argue that random
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sampling does not achieve the most representative sample, as key areas of the field
may be missed. The Soil Fertility Handbook (Reid et al. 2006) outlines in detail how to
avoid misrepresentation from random sampling. Grid sampling may help to ensure a
representative sample while other techniques such as sample mixing is required to
ensure a representative sample (Reid et al. 2006). Samples are then sent to the
laboratory for a ‘soil fertility test’ which provides an assessment of the soil nutrient
status (Table 1.1) (Reid 2016). New samples should be collected every 1 in 3 years to
ensure soil data is up to date with field conditions (Reid 2016).
Table 1.1: Information included on a soil fertility test and the cost associated with the test
(Personal Communication A&L Laboratories, Canada, June 17, 2019)

Included in an A&L Laboratories Test

Cost

Basic Test: (SOM, Phosphorus, Potassium,
Magnesium, Calcium, Sodium, Soil pH,
Aluminum, Saturation of Cation Elements,
Calculated Cation exchange Capacity
(CEC), %P, %K/Mg ratio, and
Recommendations)
Micronutrients
Particle Size Analysis

$17.40/sample

$41.70/sample (includes basic test info)
$23.70/sample

Fertility information obtained from the soil test report offers only a piece of the
soil data puzzle. There are many other important soil data components which are not
determined in a traditional soil test report, such as soil structure, soil series and
drainage class (Reid 2016). This information requires detailed site assessment using
larger soil core or soil pits and requires extra laboratory analyses (Schoeneberger et al.
2012).
Traditional laboratory methods for determining soil data can be extensive and
costly. Soil sample preparation alone can be very time consuming. Traditionally, soil
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samples are air-dried and ground to pass through a 2 mm sieve in order to be used for
laboratory testing. For analysis of organic matter (OM) and cation concentrations
samples must be further ground to 125 μm. After sample preparation is complete
several different scientific methods and laboratory instruments are used to determine
various soil properties.
To determine pH and Electrical Conductively (EC), dried-ground soil samples
must be mixed in a 1:2 ratio with deionized water, and samples must be shaken. A
sensor can then be used to determine pH and EC of each sample. Organic matter can
be determined using the Loss on Ignition (LOI) technique, where dried and finely ground
soil samples are placed in porcelain boats and ‘baked’ in a muffle furnace (Vere 2002).
The change in weight of the sample can be used to determine OM content. The dry
combustion method (LECO Method) can also be used to determine OM where samples
are first burned in an atmosphere of enriched Oxygen (O2) to oxidize organic Carbon
(OC) to Carbon Dioxide (CO2) which is quantified using an infrared detector (Nelson
and Sommers 1996). The specific equipment required to do this is known as a LECO
Induction Furnace (LECO, St. Joseph, Michigan). The dry combustion method is more
time consuming and requires more equipment than the LOI technique. The WalkleyBlack method can also be used to determine OM, which is a chemical method where an
acid is used to oxidize the OM (Walkley and Black 1934). Determining the end point of
the oxidation when using this method is difficult and often leads to error, additionally this
method cannot be used with soils containing OM greater that 6% (Walkley and Black
1934).
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Texture can be determined using a hydrometer method modified from Gee and
Bauder (1986). Dried-ground samples that have been treated with sodium
hexametaphosphate (Calgon) solution as a dispersant must be suspended in water
within a graduated cylinder, hydrometer measurements must then be collected at
different time intervals and calculations must be completed to determine sand silt and
clay content of the sample. Texture can also be determined using the pipette method,
which is more standard in comparison to the hydrometer method but also more time
consuming (Gee and Bauder 1986). The Laser diffraction method can also be used to
determine soil texture, the laser measures the %volume of the soil and two optical
methods are used to determine the texture fractions (Yang et al. 2015). Laser diffraction
is advantageous as it is fast and requires a small amount of soil; however, laser
diffraction often underestimates clay content and cost of the equipment is high (Yang et
al. 2015).
Measurement of cation concentrations is a two-step procedure; first closed
Teflon digestion must be completed by digesting soil samples within an acid mixture
(EPA 2007; Kotuby-Amacher, J. and Topper, K. 1990). The digested extract must then
be analyzed using the proper analytical technique such as Flame Atomic Absorption
Spectrometry (FAAS), Graphite Furnace Atomic Absorption Spectrometry (GFAAS) or
Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) (U.S. EPA 2007; Topper and Kotuby-Amacher 1990).
The acid digestion process takes a minimum of 2 days to complete and the number of
samples to be completed is dependent on equipment (i.e. Fume hood space, number of
digestion vessels and oven space). Additional wait time is required to obtain results
from an analytical laboratory after digestion is complete.
6

Overall, a vast amount of time is required to gain understanding of a soil sample.
Time is required in sample collection, sample preparation, sample analysis and
information analysis. Time requirements are a limitation for farmers when obtaining soil
data. Due to the vast amount of time required to gain soil information, farmers often end
up using old or limited data. By using old or limited data farmers may not have accurate
information about their land and thus, be making inaccurate management decisions.
Inaccurate decisions can lead to environmental damage or decrease crop quality and
yield. Traditional analysis and sample collection methods also have limitations in terms
of sample depth. The traditional depth of 15-30 cm offers limited information on the soil
at hand. To determine soil properties to depth and gain a complete understanding of the
soil profile collection of larger soil cores or soil pit excavation is needed. After collection
of soil samples to depth, timely laboratory analysis is still required. A faster and more
dense method of acquiring soil information would allow farmers to more easily obtain
data needed to make informed management decisions.
1.1.3 Proximal Soil Sensing as an Alternative Method of Soil Analysis
Proximal soil sensing (PSS) is the use of sensors in direct contact or within close
proximity to the soil (Viscarra Rossel et al. 2010). The sensors obtain signals from the
soil which can be used to determine various soil properties (Viscarra Rossel et al.
2010). Proximal soil sensing offers an alternative method of soil analysis compared to
traditional laboratory analysis techniques. Proximal soil sensing is advantageous as it
provides a large and meaningful soil data set. Proximal soil sensing also allows
scientists to collect new data that was not previously accessible, such as to depth data
and higher quantities of data. Proximal soil sensors are available in many different
7

forms and, although they are less accurate than traditional laboratory methods, they
produce more data faster and at a cheaper cost (Viscarra Rossel et al. 2010). Several
types of PSS are available today including spectral sensing, electromagnetic induction,
electrical resistivity sensing and radiometric sensing (Viscarra Rossel et al. 2010).
Spectroscopy, a technology that evaluates the reflection characteristics of
electromagnetic radiation (EMR) against an object has gained interest in its use for
determining soil properties (Graybeal et al. 2002). Spectroscopy includes a range of
techniques whereby an EMR from many wavelengths is directed at a sample, and the
absorption/reflectance is measured as it relates to the incoming wavelength.
Absorptions in the visible (vis) region occur when electrons become excited, which are
mostly due to minerals containing Iron, while in the Near-Infrared (NIR) region
absorptions occur due to overtones of Hydroxide (OH), Sulfate (SO4), Carbonate (CO3)
and combinations of Water (H2O) and CO2 (Stenberg and Viscarra Rossel 2010). The
different chemical composition and soil properties will manifest in a unique ‘absorption
fingerprint’ at specific wavelengths. The absorption fingerprint can then be used to
characterize the quantity of that soil property. Due to the increase in interest and the
potential spectroscopy offers in predicting soil properties, spectroscopy will be the focus
of this research.
Several studies have demonstrated the relationship between soil properties and
specific ranges of the electromagnetic spectrum, including the vis, NIR, ultra violet (UV)
and mid-infrared (MIR) regions (Table 1.2) (Brown et al 2006; Gholizade et al 2013;
Islam et al 2003; Deiss et al 2017; Shi et al 2014; Leone et al. 2012; Terra et al 2015;
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Vasques et al 2014; Zhang et al 2017). Terra et al. (2015), compared the predicted
results of vis-NIR and MIR regions; the results showed better prediction in the MIR
region for most soil properties including but not limited to, %sand, %clay, OC,
phosphours, potassium and magnesium. Poorer predictions were observed in the MIR
regions for several soil elements including but not limited to, copper, iron, zinc and
boron (Terra et al. 2015). Many studies focus solely on the use of vis-NIR spectroscopy
to determine soil properties. For example, Gholizade et al. (2013) predicted OC using
vis-NIR spectroscopy with R2 values of 0.76; while Islam et al. (2003) predicted OC
using vis-NIR and UV with an R2 value of 0.81. Soil pH was also predicted with
confidence by both parties with R2 values of 0.59 and 0.71, respectively. Electrical
conductivity (EC) was poorly predicted by Islam et al. (2003) with R2 of 0.10; however,
was better predicted by Gholizade et al. (2013) with R2 of 0.51.
Islam et al. (2003) and Leone et al. (2012) both tested the accuracy of
spectroscopy in predicting sand, silt and clay content. Using vis-NIR and UV
spectroscopy R2 values for %sand, %silt and %clay were 0.53, 0.05 and 0.72,
respectively (Islam et al. 2003). Using only vis-NIR spectroscopy R2 values for %sand,
%silt and %clay were 0.59, 0.56 and 0.81, respectively (Leone et al. 2012). Both studies
found clay to be the best predicted texture component and silt to be the worst predicted
soil texture component; however, a better prediction for %silt was achieved when only
using the vis-NIR region.
Zhang et al. (2017) was able to achieve similar results to the previously
mentioned studies including R2 values of 0.66,0.67,0.12,0.50, 0.00 and 0.70 for OM,
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pH, EC, %sand, %silt and %clay; however, these results were achieved at field
conditions opposed to laboratory conditions.
Table 1.2: Review of literature comparing predictions of several soil properties using various
types of spectroscopy

Soil
Property

Spectral
Region

R2 (Val)

Study Location

Author

Sample
Moisture

Aluminum

vis-NIR

0.55

Abdi et al. 2016

Dry

Aluminum

vis-NIR,
MIR
vis-NIR
vis-NIR,
MIR
vis-NIR

0.37,0.76

Saskatchewan
Canada
Brazil

Terra et al. 2015

Dry

0.43
0.29,0.19

Quebec, Canada
Brazil

Zhang et al. 2017
Terra et al. 2015

Moist
Dry

0.93

Abdi et al. 2016

Dry

vis-NIR,
MIR
vis-NIR
UV, visNIR
vis-NIR

0.38,0.66

Saskatchewan
Canada
Brazil

Terra et al. 2015

Dry

0.76
0.67

Quebec, Canada
Australia

Zhang et al. 2017
Islam et al. 2003

Moist
Dry

0.83

Germany

Dry

vis-NIR
vis-NIR,
MIR
NIR
vis-NIR
UV, VISNIR
vis-NIR,
MIR
vis-NIR

0.83
0.85,0.88

Italy
Brazil

Hobley and Prater
2019
Leone et al. 2012
Terra et al. 2015

0.76
0.7
0.82

USA
Quebec, Canada
Australia

Chang et al. 2005
Zhang et al. 2017
Islam et al. 2003

Moist
Moist
Dry

0.54,0.71

Brazil

Terra et al. 2015

Dry

0.51

Malaysia

Dry

vis-NIR
UV, visNIR
vis-NIR

0.12
0.1

Quebec, Canada
Australia

Gholizade et al.
2013
Zhang et al. 2017
Islam et al. 2003

Moist
Dry

0.63

Abdi et al. 2016

Dry

vis-NIR,
MIR
vis-NIR
vis-NIR

0.47,0.24

Saskatchewan
Canada
Brazil

Terra et al. 2015

Dry

0.38
0.48

Quebec, Canada
Malaysia

Moist
Dry

vis-NIR,
MIR

0.19,0.25

Brazil

Zhang et al. 2017
Gholizade et al.
2013
Terra et al. 2015

Aluminum
Boron
Calcium
Calcium
Calcium
Calcium
Clay
Clay
Clay
Clay
Clay
Clay
Copper
EC
EC
EC
Iron
Iron
Iron
Potassium
Potassium
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Dry
Dry

Dry

Potassium
Potassium

vis-NIR
UV, visNIR
vis-NIR

0.72
0

Quebec, Canada
Australia

Zhang et al. 2017
Islam et al. 2003

Moist
Dry

0.77

Abdi et al. 2016

Dry

vis-NIR,
MIR
vis-NIR
UV, visNIR
vis-NIR

0.26,0.53

Saskatchewan
Canada
Brazil

Terra et al. 2015

Dry

0.58
0.63

Quebec, Canada
Australia

Zhang et al. 2017
Islam et al. 2003

Moist
Dry

0.67

Abdi et al. 2016

Dry

vis-NIR,
MIR
vis-NIR
vis-NIR

0.41,0.56

Saskatchewan
Canada
Brazil

Terra et al. 2015

Dry

0.58
0.79

Quebec, Canada
Malaysia

Moist
Dry

vis-NIR
vis-NIR
UV, visNIR
vis-NIR
vis-NIR
vis-NIR

0.8
0.19
0.34

Italy
Quebec, Canada
Australia

Zhang et al. 2017
Gholizade et al.
2013
Leone et al. 2012
Zhang et al. 2017
Islam et al. 2003

0.3
0.76
0.81

Quebec, Canada
Norway
Malaysia

Moist
Dry
Dry

0.63,0.71

Brazil

0.85
0.76

USA
Australia

Chang et al. 2005
Islam et al. 2003

Moist
Dry

0.9
0.65
0.30,0.35

Italy
China
Brazil

Leone et al. 2012
Shi et al. 2014
Terra et al. 2015

Dry
Moist
Dry

Phosphorus

vis-NIR,
MIR
NIR
UV, visNIR
vis-NIR
vis-NIR
vis-NIR,
MIR
vis-NIR

Zhang et al. 2017
Fystro G. 2002
Gholizade et al.
2013
Terra et al. 2015

0.52

Malaysia

Dry

pH

vis-NIR

0.59

Malaysia

pH
pH
pH
pH

NIR
NIR
vis-NIR
UV, visNIR
vis-NIR

0.66
0.87
0.67
0.71

USA
USA
Quebec, Canada
Australia

Gholizade et al.
2013
Gholizade et al.
2013
Chang et al. 2005
Reeves 1999
Zhang et al. 2017
Islam et al. 2003

0.83

Germany

vis-NIR
vis-NIR,
MIR

0.58
0.85,
0.87

Italy
Brazil

Magnesium
Magnesium
Magnesium
Magnesium
Manganese
Manganese
Manganese
Nitrogen
Nitrogen
Sodium
Sodium
OC
OC
OC
OC
OC
OC
OC
OM
Phosphorus

Sand
Sand
Sand
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Hobley and Prater
2021
Leone et al. 2012
Terra et al. 2015

Dry
Moist
Dry

Dry

Dry
Moist
Dry
Moist
Dry
Dry
Dry
Dry

Sand
Sand
Sand
Silt
Silt
Silt
Silt
Silt
SOM
SOM
Total
Carbon
Total
Carbon
Total
Nitrogen
Total
Nitrogen
Zinc
Zinc

NIR
vis-NIR
UV, visNIR
vis-NIR

0.49
0.5
0.72

USA
Quebec, Canada
Australia

Chang et al. 2005
Zhang et al. 2017
Islam et al. 2003

Moist
Moist
Dry

0.8

Germany

Dry

vis-NIR
NIR
vis-NIR
UV, visNIR
vis-NIR

0.5
0.13
0
0.34

Italy
USA
Quebec, Canada
Australia

Hobley and Prater
2020
Leone et al. 2012
Chang et al. 2005
Zhang et al. 2017
Islam et al. 2003

Dry
Moist
Moist
Dry

0.82

Abdi et al. 2016

Dry

vis-NIR
NIR

0.66
0.74

Saskatchewan
Canada
Quebec, Canada
USA

Zhang et al. 2017
Chang et al. 2005

Moist
Moist

NIR

0.96

USA

Reeves 1999

Dry

vis-NIR

0.69

Norway

Fystro G. 2002

Dry

NIR

0.96

USA

Reeves 1999

Dry

vis-NIR,
MIR
vis-NIR

0.51,0.05

Brazil

Terra et al. 2015

Dry

0.43

Quebec, Canada

Zhang et al. 2017

Moist

Spectroscopy offers a faster method of obtaining soil data when compared to the
traditional laboratory analysis techniques which are currently used. Spectroscopy also
allows for several soil properties to be analyzed at once by taking a single scan of a soil
sample.
One study acknowledges the time required to collect a single spectral reading to
be 3.5 minutes (Islam et al. 2003). A single spectral reading has the potential to predict
several soil properties, including pH, EC, OM, texture, and cation concentrations,
(Brown et al. 2006; Gholizade et al. 2013; Islam et al. 2003; Leone et al 2012; Terra et
al. 2015) compared to traditional methods where several different instruments and
protocols are needed to determine these soil properties. Although much faster than
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traditional soil analysis methods, the time estimate of 3.5 minutes reported by Islam et
al. (2003) does not include the time required to collect and prepare the soil sample.
Sample collection and preparation is still a limiting factor associated with the time
required to obtain soil data. Transitioning to an analysis procedure that performs directly
in the field could be the solution to this problem.
Less research is available on the use of spectroscopy in field conditions. The
lack of research is directly related to the unknown water content of the soil in the field
(Roberts and Cozzolino 2016). This is because light absorption bands associated with
soil moisture have been found to also be associated with important soil properties, such
as OM and clay content (Roberts and Cozzolino 2016) and can reduce the accuracy of
the spectral data (Zhang et al 2017). Collection of spectral data in field can also be
challenging. Crop status and weather conditions limit the time available to enter the field
for sample collection. Sampling to depth can also be difficult due to compaction and
stones. Compaction and stones can limit the ability for the sampling device to penetrate
the soil. Despite the problems soil moisture and sample collection may have on the
ability of spectroscopy to predict soil properties, there remains great potential for
exploring the use of spectroscopy under field conditions. In addition to improved field
relevance, the ability to collect field data in situ can reduce the time requirement for soil
analysis, as it would eliminate the need to collect, dry and grind soil samples.
A limited amount of research has been conducted on the ability of spectroscopy
to predict soil properties in Ontario and Canadian soils (Zhang et al. 2017; St. Luce et
al. 2011; Xie et al. 2011). Currently, most available spectroscopy research has been
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conducted in The United States of America (USA), Europe, China and Australia. Ontario
and Canadian soils are younger and exhibit different properties than many places in the
world for which soil spectroscopic research has been conducted. Canada contains the
largest area of glacial deposits which has greatly impacted the development of farmland
(Legget 1961) Many geologists classify soils in Canada into four main groups; soils from
non-glaciated areas, soils from first glaciated areas, soils from the second glaciated
areas and recent soils form the non-glacial stage (Prest 1961). The occurrence of
multiple glaciations has resulted in highly variable soils across Canada and Ontario (Soil
Classification Working Group 1998), and so it is unknown if the age and diversity of
Ontario soils will affect the reliability and transferability of spectroscopy predictions.
1.1.4 Environmental Effect
Unknown and variable environmental conditions such as soil moisture content in
field conditions can be problematic for soil spectra. Water has been found to relate
closely to light absorption bands in the NIR region, particularly at wavelengths of
1400nm and 1900nm (Roberts and Cozolino 2016). This is challenging because other
important soil properties such as OM also absorb at 1900nm (Roberts and Cozolino
2016). Additionally, it has been found that a higher soil moisture increases light
reflectance; increased reflectance becomes an issue as it may skew all soil property
predictions (Roberts and Cozolino 2016).
Many researchers have looked at methods to reduce the environmental effects
on spectral data. External parameter orthogonalization (EPO) is one method which has
been used in research to remove the environmental effect (Minasny et al. 2011; Ge et
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al. 2014). The EPO algorithm detects the areas of the spectral band that are affected by
the soil moisture and re-projects them accordingly, which has been found to effectively
remove the water effect from the data (Minasny et al. 2011).
Another algorithm used to remove environmental effects is the direct
standardization (DS) algorithm. Ji et al. (2015) used the DS algorithm on soils in China,
where DS transforms spectra data collected under field conditions by finding the
relationship between a laboratory spectral data base and the collected field data.
These two approaches (with additional preprocessing algorithms) can be used to
mitigate the soil water effect and eliminate it from the spectral data, allowing the use of
spectroscopy at field conditions. However, most research on EPO and DS has been
conducted on field simulated soil samples. Further research is needed to test the ability
of EPO and DS to transform in situ spectral data for the prediction of soil properties.
1.1.5 Analysis of Spectral Data
Soil property predictions cannot be directly interpreted from the spectral data that
is collected. Spectral data must be deciphered through a prediction model which is
based on a known set of soil data (Stenberg and Viscarra Rossel 2010). After a
prediction model is developed based on a broad set of known soil data it can be used to
predict the unknown values of soil properties within the spectral data range (Stenberg
and Viscarra Rossel 2010).
There are several steps associated with spectral analysis, including data
cleaning, reprocessing and modelling. Data cleaning involves removing the edges of the
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spectral data to remove any noise that may have occurred at the start and stop of the
scan (Zhang et al. 2017). Edges occur at the beginning and end of a scan, as well as at
the connecting point of two spectrometers (I.e. between two spectral regions).
Preprocessing is required when working with spectral data to help improve the
quality of the data, which in turn may improve the accuracy of spectral modelling
(Stevens and Ramirez-Lopez 2015). Some of the most commonly used preprocessing
algorithms can be found in the ‘prospectr’ package (Stevens and Ramirez-Lopez 2015)
in R (R Core Team, 2018) which include, Savitzky Golay, Derivatives, Gap Derivatives,
Detrending and Standard Normal Variance (SNV). By improving data quality and
removing any physical glitches from the spectral data the goal is that preprocessing will
allow for the accuracy of the prediction model to be improved, however there is no
guarantee (Stevens and Ramirez-lopez 2014). Different preprocessing algorithms offer
different improvements to the spectral data.
Savitzky Golay fits a local polynomial and mathematically it operates as a
weighted sum of neighboring values which helps to smooth the data (Stevens and
Ramirez-lopez 2014). Derivatives are known to remove additives and multiplicative
effects of spectral data; however, sometimes have been found to increase noise.
Adding a gap to the derivative can help to smooth the noise (Stevens and Ramirezlopez 2014). Standard Normal Variance normalizes the spectral data with the intent to
correct any light scatter (Stevens and Ramirez-lopez 2014). These algorithms can be
used in unison or in combination, and trial and error is required to determine which
algorithm will perform best with a unique set of spectral data. Although several
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preprocessing algorithms are available in the literature, a detailed review of several
preprocessing algorithms is absent. Most studies use a single preprocessing algorithms
on spectra data. A thorough comparison of several preprocessing algorithms is needed
to determine the optimal combination to use with spectral data.
Once preprocessing is completed, modelling of spectral data can occur. Several
different algorithms are used in the literature to model spectral data. Modeling is
completed to related the spectral data to the soil property that is being predicted. Both
statistical and machine learning based algorithms are available to use for the analysis of
spectral data. Statistical based algorithms use a project specific probability model and
several assumptions to fit the data and produce a quantitative measurement (Bzdok et
al. 2018). While machine learning algorithms find patterns in the data and predicts
based on the specific data set. Few assumptions are used in machine learning
algorithms as the model is developed based on what it learns from the data (Bzdok et
al. 2018).
Partial Least Square Regression (PLSR) is among the most commonly used
algorithms for modelling of spectral data (Viscarra Rossel et al. 2006). PLSR uses the
known soil attributes when decomposing the spectral data which results in vectors that
are directly related to the known soil information. PLSR performs decomposition and
regression in a single step and is very strong when dealing with missing values or data
noise (Viscarra Rossel et al. 2006).
Cubist is another analysis model used for predicting soil properties from spectral
data. Cubist offers a unique approach to analysis, as it is a type of regression tree
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where the prediction is not based on discrete values but instead based on linear
regression (Minasny and McBratney 2008).
Random forest (RF), another algorithm used in spectral modelling is a form of
regression based on decision trees (de Santana et al. 2018). Decision trees are trained
by using a random subset of predicted variables, as well as a different random data set
(Douglas et al. 2018). Decision trees grow until they reach a predetermined number of
nodes which is set by the user (Douglas et al. 2018).
Extreme learning machine (ELM) is a relatively new algorithm for spectral
modelling. ELM, unlike other commonly used algorithms, does not require set up of
training parameters (Hong et al. 2018). Extreme learning machine generates its own
optimal settings during performance, eliminating the need for the researcher to adjust
weights and biases (Hong et al. 2018).
This thesis will compare the results of PLSR, RF, cubist and ELM algorithms.
The PLSR algorithm, a statistical approach, is important to test as it is one of the most
common algorithms traditionally used for spectral modelling. Random forest, cubist and
ELM are all method of machine learning; machine learning algorithms are data driven
and can learn from the data opposed to following a set of parameters. Research is
available outlining the use of these modelling for the analysis of spectral data; however,
a detailed comparison of statistic-based models and machine learning models is
needed. Additionally, a gap in the research is seen when exploring the use of these
modelling algorithms with various preprocessing algorithms. This research will express
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a detailed comparison of several preprocessing algorithms in combination with
statistical and machine learning based modelling algorithms.

Research Question and Objectives
1.2.1 Research Question
Current research shows the potential for spectroscopy to examine soil properties
in the laboratory; however, a gap in the research lies in the use of spectroscopy in the
field. Additionally, there is a gap in the optimization of what preprocessing and
modelling algorithms to use on the spectral data. This research therefore aims to
answer the question: “Can vis-NIR spectroscopy and spectral processing be used in
situ as an alternative method of soil analysis?” This research question will be
answered through a series of studies outlined below which aim to answer the gaps in
the current research while adopting the use of spectroscopy directly in the field as a
faster and more spatially dense soil sampling method.
1.2.2 Long Term Objectives
The overall object of this study was to examine the potential of vis-NIR
spectroscopy as a faster method of soil analysis compared to laboratory techniques.
The results of this study will offer a large set of data to contribute to the Ontario
spectral library.
1.2.3 Short Term Objectives
The main research objective was met through three sub-objectives using three
corresponding sets of spectral data (Figure 1.1). Objective 1: Optimize preprocessing
and modelling algorithms used for the analysis of spectral data; while demonstrating the
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use of vis-NIR spectroscopy for Ontario soils in the laboratory using airdried-ground
samples. Objective 2: Compare transformation methods for the removal of
environmental effects on field wet soil samples in the lab; while providing information on
how vis-NIR spectroscopy can perform on field condition samples. Objective 3:
Demonstrate the use of vis-NIR spectroscopy to depth in situ; while determining if visNIR spectroscopy has the potential to replace traditional soil sampling techniques.

Figure 1.1: Flow chart outlining the objectives and samples used for the project. 13 farms were used to collected
samples for this project, a total of 205 soil cores were collected from the 13 farms. A total of 1046 horizons were found
within the 205 cores and treated as individual samples. Each sample was split in half; one half was air-dried and ground
creating ‘dry’ samples while the other half was left as is creating ‘field’ samples. The dry samples were used to determine
pH, EC and OM. The dry samples were also used to determine texture; however, only subset of the samples was used.
The dry samples along with corresponding spectral data were used to meet objective #1 (optimization of Preprocessing
and modelling algorithms for soil property prediction using spectroscopy) while the field samples along with corresponding
spectral data were used to meet objective #2 (comparison of transformation models for the removal of environmental
effects on spectral data). Finally, a third set of spectral data was collected in situ at a subset of the soil core locations; this
data was used to meet objective #3 (examine the feasibility of spectroscopy to perform in field).

Thesis Structure
The following is an an overview of the structure of the thesis document, along with
the advantages and disadvantages of using this structure. Chapter 1 offers an
introduction to the thesis by explaining the background information on soil data and the
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need for improved methods of obtaining soil data. Chapter 1 also outlines the gaps in
the current literature pertaining to this research and explains the objective of the
research. To answer the main objective of this research, three research studies were
completed. The three research studies are found within this thesis as three separate
manuscripts (Figure 1.1). The first manuscript (Chapter 2) examines optimization of
preprocessing and modelling algorithms for analysis of vis-NIR spectroscopy collected
in the laboratory on airdried-ground samples. A total of 1046 samples were used for this
experiment; these samples were extracted from 205 collected soil cores. This research
demonstrates the best combination of preprocessing and modelling algorithms while
demonstrating that vis-NIR spectroscopy can identify soil properties in Ontario soils
which is a newer more variable soil compared to many other soils in the world. The
second manuscript (Chapter 3) compares transformation methods to correct
environmental effects of spectral data collected on field wet/condition samples. A total of
1046 samples make up the horizons of 205 collected soil cores used for this
experiment. After the soil cores were collected and horizons were separated, samples
were stored in plastic lined bags until the samples were scanned with the spectrometer.
The purpose of this manuscript is 1) to determine if a transformation method is needed
for field wet spectral data and 2) if a transformation method is needed which method is
optimal all while demonstrating the performance of vis-NIR spectroscopy to predict soil
properties on wet soils. The third manuscript (Chapter 4) is dependent on the
completion of chapter 2 and 3 and looks at using vis-NIR spectroscopy to depth in situ
in Ontario soils. The optimization of preprocessing and modelling algorithms in chapter
2 on airdried-ground soils can be applied in chapter 4. Additionally, the optimization of
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transformation methods on field wet spectral data in chapter 3 can be applied to the in
situ spectral data in chapter 4. Chapter 4 demonstrates the ability of vis-NIR
spectroscopy to predict soil properties in situ, eliminating the need to obtain a physical
soil sample. A general conclusion (Chapter 5) ties all three manuscripts together and
allows the reader to understand the complete story of the research. Finally, chapter 6
outlines the contribution this research has to the scientific community.
Each chapter includes a preface and a review of literature for the current work.
Chapters 2, 3, and 4 also each contain a methodology section outlining the theory
behind the analysis used in the research. Due to each chapter containing a
methodology section, there is some repetitiveness within the document. The
advantages of having standalone research papers within the thesis compensates for the
disadvantages that may be seen with this format such as overlap between certain
sections. Steps have been taken to reduce overlap where possible.
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Preface to Chapter 2
Chapter 1 outlined the importance of soil for agricultural production as well as the
importance of soil data in making sustainable decisions in agriculture. Chapter 1 also
addressed the issues with the current methods of soil data collection and the need for
alternative approaches. Furthermore, it discussed the plausibility of using vis-NIR
spectroscopy as an alternative method of soil analysis; a general review of literature
and the gaps in the current literature were mentioned. By the end of chapter 1, the
overall research question is proposed, and three sub-objectives are outlined to answer
it. The three sub-objectives will be addressed in three sperate studies, outlined in
Chapter 2, Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Chapter 2 addressed the 1st sub-objective of the
thesis by exploring the use of vis-NIR spectroscopy on air-dried and ground soils.
Chapter 2 compared 13 combinations of preprocessing and modelling algorithms used
on the prediction of OM with vis-NIR spectroscopy. Predictive statistics (R2) were
accessed and the three best combinations were selected to be used for the prediction of
nine additional soil properties: pH, electrical conductively (EC), %sand, %silt, %clay,
%very coarse sane (VCS), %coarse sand (CS), %medium sand (ms) and %fine sand
(fs). In the end chapter 2 offers a detailed review of preprocessing and modelling
algorithms available for the analysis of vis-NIR spectroscopy while demonstrating its
ability to predict soil properties on airdried ground Ontario soils.
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Chapter Two
Characterization of Soil Properties using vis-NIR
Spectroscopy on Dry Samples
Abstract
Increasing global demand for food has put a strain on land resources and
brought forth the need for more efficient management of soil, a fundamental natural
resource. Detailed information is required to manage soil effectively and thus, there has
been an increase in demand for a more efficient method of collecting soil data.
Traditional methods for collecting soil data required several samples to the collected
from a field and brought to a laboratory for analysis which is time consuming and
expensive. Visible-Near infrared (vis-NIR) spectroscopy offers a potential alternative to
these traditional methods. Vis-NIR spectroscopy can be used to determine several soil
properties from a single scan of a soil sample. Several algorithms are available to use
with vis-NIR spectroscopy to predict soil properties on airdried and ground soil samples.
The current study examines 13 combinations of preprocessing and modelling algorithms
on the prediction of organic matter (OM) using vis-NIR spectroscopy and airdried
ground soil samples. 1st derivative + gap, 2nd derivative + gap and standard normal
variance (SNV) along with partial least square regression (PLSR), cubist, random forest
(RF) and extreme learning machine (ELM) were selected as the best performing
combinations of preprocessing and modelling algorithms. These three combinations
were used to predict pH, EC, %sand, %silt, %clay, %very coarse sand (VCS), %coarse
sand (CS), %medium sand (ms) and %fine sand (fs). OM, pH, %sand, %silt and %CS
were all predicted with confidence (R2> 0.60) and 1st derivative + gap and random forest
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was the best performing preprocessing method. The results of this study offer a detailed
comparison of the algorithms available to use with vis-NIR spectroscopy; while
demonstrating the ability of vis-NIR spectroscopy to perform on airdried and ground soil
samples.

Introduction
Global food demand of increasing population poses a tremendous pressure on
our limited land resources. This calls for an improved and efficient management of soil,
one of the three most important natural resources, which requires detailed information
(FAO 2019). Increasing demand for soil data in agriculture has brought the need for a
timely and cost-efficient method of soil analysis (Zhang et al. 2017). Soil data is used by
farmers to make informed decisions on what crops they grow and what inputs they use
(Zinck et al. 2008). Traditionally, several soil samples across the sampling area or a
field are collected and sent to the laboratory for analysis which can be a lengthy and
costly process. Owning to the inherent nature of the soil variability, a large number of
samples following an intensive sampling strategy are required to characterize the
variability in an agricultural field (Wetterlind et al. 2008).
Spectroscopy, sensing the reflectance of electromagnetic radiation (EMR) from
the soil’s surface (Viscarra Rossel and Webster 2011) offers a promising alternate
approach for rapid prediction of soil properties (Zhang et al. 2017). When an EMR hits a
soil surface, the electrons that make up the atoms within the soil become excited and
absorb/reflect the light (Viscarra Rossel and Webster 2011). The atoms that make up
each soil property have a different electron orbit; the difference in the electron orbits
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cause the ERM to absorb/reflect at different wavelengths. The diagnostic wavelength
associated with the soil property creates an absorption ‘fingerprint’ which can be
compared using multivariate techniques to predict the soil properties and the intensity of
it can be associated with the amount present (Viscarra Rossel and Behrens 2010). As
soil properties influence the reflectance of light at diagnostic wavelengths, soil
spectroscopy can be used to simultaneously estimate several soil properties (Viscarra
Rossel and Webster 2011).
Different types of spectroscopy including visible (vis), near-infrared (NIR) and
mid-infrared (MID) have been used to predict soil properties (Viscarra Rossel and
Behrens 2010). Organic carbon (OC), pH, and electrical conductivity (EC) were among
the most commonly predicted soil properties in the literature. For example, Islam et al.
(2006), observed pH to correlate most accurately with absorption in the NIR region (R2
=0.73), while OC correlated most accurately with absorption in the vis region (R2 =
0.61). Electrical conductivity was not found to have any correlation with the vis or NIR
regions, as R2 was less than 0.50 (Islam et al. 2006). In agreement with Islam et al.
(2006), Gholizade et al. (2013) also reported pH to correlate with NIR spectral bands
(R2 = 0.72). However, contrary to Islam et al. (2006) they report that OC correlated the
most with the NIR spectral band (R2 = 0.90) and that EC correlated with the vis spectral
band (R2 = 0.61) (Gholizade et al. 2013). There is no clear reason why Islam et al.
(2003) and Gholizade et al. (2013) achieved different results for the prediction of EC;
however, different preprocessing and modelling algorithms were used between the two
studies which may have attributed to the variation in results. A study conducted by
Conforti et al. (2017) found a strong relationship (R2 = 0.88) between vis-NIR
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spectroscopy and OC predictions. Variation in prediction of soil properties is likely due
to variation between sample locations, therefore it is important to build a spectral data
base created on geographically relevant reference soils.
Several researchers also have explored the use of spectroscopy to determine
soil texture (sand, silt, clay content). Terra et al. (2015) predicted sand and clay content
in the vis-NIR spectrum with R2 of 0.89 and 0.86, respectively. Zhang et al. (2017) also
predicted clay content well with R2 value of 0.70 but had much less success in the
prediction of sand and silt content with R2 values of 0.50 and 0.00. Leone et al. (2012),
had less success in predicting %sand and %silt with R2 values of 0.57 and 0.5,
respectively. However, they had similar success in predicting %clay, with R2 of 0.83
(Leone et al. 2012). Viscarra Rossel et al. (2006) compared the results from several
different studies examining the use of spectroscopy to predict soil properties. The
finding from the study revealed a range in R2 values associated with the prediction of
sand, silt and clay content, prediction of sand had R2 values ranging from 0.53 to 0.94,
while the R2 for the prediction of silt ranged from 0.05 to 0.84 (Viscarra Rossel et al.
2006). R2 for the prediction of clay ranged from 0.56 to 0.87 (Viscarra Rossel et al.
2006).
Several different algorithms were used in these studies for preprocessing and
modelling of spectral data. Zhang et al. (2017), Gholizade et al. (2013) and Leone et al.
(2012) used the Savitzky-Golay algorithms for the preprocessing of spectral data.
Zhang et al. (2017) and Leone et al. (2012) also used Standard Normal Variance (SNV)
algorithm from preprocessing. SNV was also used by Conforti et al (2018). While Terra
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et al. (2015) did not pre-process the spectral data before modelling. Viscarra Rossel et
al. (2006) does not compare the preprocessing algorithms used in his review of several
studies; however, does review the modelling algorithm used. Partial Least Square
Regression (PLSR), Principle Component Anlalysis, Step Wise Multi Linear Regression
(SMLR) and Nearest Neighbor modelling algorithms can all be found in the review
(Viscarra Rossel et al. 2006). Additional modelling algorithms found in the literature
include random forest (RF), Cubist and Extreme Learning Machine (ELM). Variation is
R2 values could be attributed to the range of preprocessing algorithms and modelling
algorithms used. Details of these algorithms are described below.
Preprocessing algorithms are used to normalize spectra, enhance relevant
spectral fingerprint regions, and remove any physical noise before modelling of the
spectral data (Stevens and Ramirez-Lopez 2014; Leone et al. 2012). One use of
preprocessing algorithms is to help reduce different types of noise or variation in the
data. Several different algorithms have been used for preprocessing of spectral data.
Commonly used preprocessing algorithms include moving averages, binning, SavitzkyGolay filtering, derivatives, gap derivatives and standard normal variance (SNV)
computation (Stevens and Ramirez-Lopez 2014). Savitzky-Golay is a smoothing
function which reduces noise by using a weighted sum of neighboring values, while
derivatives remove additive or multiplicative effects between spectra (Stevens and
Ramirez-Lopez 2014). Standard normal variance normalizes data to reduce light scatter
effects (Stevens and Ramirez-Lopez 2014). Preprocessing models can be used alone
to focus on a specific correction, or they can be used in combination to correct more
than one area of the data. For example, adding a gap to a derivative can help to smooth
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any noise created from the derivative itself (Stevens and Ramirez-Lopez 2014).
Individual data sets, when processed with different preprocessing and modelling
algorithms can have varying results; thus, it is important to determine the combination
best suited to the data set. Although the literature demonstrates the use of several
preprocessing algorithms, it lacks a review of several combinations of preprocessing
algorithms on a single data set. This review would assist researchers in selecting the
optimal algorithms to use when analyzing spectral data.
Modelling is an important part in the success of the spectroscopic predictions.
Generally, spectral data is commonly used against some known values of soil
properties form laboratory analysis to develop a predictive relationship using various
multi-variate statistical analysis. The model can then be used to predict the attribute
using spectral data acquired from a soil sample. Two types of models are used in
spectral predictions; statistical-based models and machine learning-based or
algorithmic models (Viscarra Rossel and Behrens 2010). Statistical based models are
based on assumptions made by the user; while machine learning models are data
driven and learn from the data set without the user assuming any parameters (Breiman
2001). Statistical models may limit the user’s ability to deal with statistical problems in
the data, where with machine learning models the data and any problems or trends
associated with it will guide the solution (Breiman 2001). Some commonly used
modelling algorithms include PLSR and PCA in the category of statistical based models.
RF and ELM fall within the machine learning based data driven approach and are less
common modelling algorithms but have shown promising results in spectroscopy
(Viscarra Rossel and Behrens 2010). Once again, although the literature demonstrates
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the use of several modelling algorithms for analyzing spectra data, it lacks a review of
several algorithms on a single data set. Furthermore, the literature lacks a review of
combinations of preprocessing and modelling algorithms on a single data set. A review
of this nature is needed to determine which combination of preprocessing and modelling
algorithms are optimal for the use in analyzing spectral data. This research will
compare 13 preprocessing algorithms/combinations of algorithms and 4 modelling
algorithms, creating a total of 52 preprocessing and modelling combinations for the
analysis of spectral data.

Objective
The overall goal of this research was to examine the suitability of vis-NIR
spectroscopy to predict soil properties up to 1 m in depth using laboratory processed
and airdried samples. In examining the feasibility, this study also optimizes various
preprocessing and modelling algorithms and evaluate their performance in predicting
soil properties. We have worked on various agricultural fields from Southern Ontario in
Canada and we tested four modelling approach including PLSR, RF, cubist and ELM
along with a number of combinations of preprocessing algorithms. Testing every
possible preprocessing and modelling combination for all soil properties is beyond the
scope of this project. Thus, a selection of the best performing combinations during
optimization (based on R2 values) using OM was selected for further prediction of other
soil properties.
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Methods
2.3.1 Study Area and Sample Collection
This study was conducted on 13 cash crop farms, in Ontario, Canada, managed
by Woodrill Limited (Ltd.) (Figure 2.1). These 13 farms were selected due to Woodrill
Ltd. having previously collected data for these farms, additionally these farms were
selected to consider ease of land access for future sample collection. Twelve of the
farms are located within Wellington County; while 1 farm is located with Dufferin County.
Wellington County is comprised of a variation of soils, including 12 catenae which are
made up of 39 different soil series; while Dufferin County is comprised of 21 catenae
which are made up of 43 soil series (Hoffman et al. 1963; Hoffman et al. 1964).
Wellington and Dufferin Counties are both topographically diverse areas, shaped
by repeated glaciations in history. Sandstone, limestone and shale bedrock can all be
found underlying the soils of Wellington and Dufferin Counties (Hoffman et al. 1963;
Hoffman et al. 1964). Surface deposits of till, outwash, kame, esker, deltaic and
lacustrine can also be found. Variation in physiographic features is also seen within the
counties including spillways, eskers (gravel ridge), kames (sandy hill), drumlins and
swamps (Hoffman et al. 1963; Hoffman et al. 1964). Average temperature ranges in the
areas from -6.6° C to 20.0° C on average; however, lows of -31.9° C and highs of 36.5°
C have been recorded (Government of Canada, 2019).The average yearly rainfall in the
area is 916.5 mm and the average yearly humidity is 87.8% (Government of Canada,
2019).
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Figure 2.1: Overview of the 13 farms where soil samples were collected, within Dufferin and
Wellington County, Ontario, Canada. The black line on the Farm Locations map represents the
boundary of Wellington County. The yellow stars and yellow text represent the locations of the farms
where soil samples were collected.

A total of 205 sample points within the 13 farms were pre-selected by the soils
team at Woodrill Ltd. Predictive digital soil mapping procedures were used to segment
each farm into soil management zones using a unique combination of topographic, crop
performance and apparent electrical conductivity parameters. Raster cells with the
highest membership values for a soil management zone were selected for core
sampling (Doug Aspinall and Dan Breckon, personal communication, May 30th, 2019).
Soil profiles were collected with a Post Pounder (Deer Fence Canada, Dunrobin,
Ontario, Canada) that was modified to drive a reinforced 120 cm steel coring tube fitted
with a 4.5 cm diameter plastic insert (Figure 2.2) (Doug Aspinall and Dan Breckon,
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personal communication, May 30th, 2019). Sampling occurred between August and
October for both 2016 and 2017. The cores were labelled and capped and stored in a
cool dark room prior to analysis. A profile description was completed for each core
during the winters of 2016 and 2017. The soil core was placed into a trough (half piece
of PVC pipe) and the plastic insert was cut carefully on 2 sides to minimize any
smearing. The top half of the plastic insert was carefully removed from the soil core.
Next, the core was gently rolled onto a sliding table and then split into two to expose the
soil profile. The soil profile description included horizon names, upper and lower
horizon depth of the horizons, parent material, hand texture assessment and drainage
class. A soil type name was assigned to the profile after the profile description was
completed (Doug Aspinall and Dan Breckon, personal communication, May 30th, 2019).
Soil horizons were classified according to The Canadian System of Soil Classification
(Soil Classification Working Group 1998). Drainage classification and hand texture were
determined using the Field Manual for describing soils in Ontario (Expert Committee on
Soil Survey 1982). Overlapping high resolution images were captured with a Nikon
D5300 digital camera fitted with a Tamron SP 60mm F/2 Macro lens. The horizon
images were later stitched together (Hugin – panorama photo stitcher) to create full
profile images (Figure 2.3) (Doug Aspinall and Dan Breckon, personal communication,
May 30th, 2019). Each horizon was bagged, labelled and taken to the laboratory for
further analysis. In total 1046 horizon samples were collected.
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Figure 2.2: Photo of modified post pounder (Deer Fence Canada, Dunrobin, Ontario, Canada) that
was used by Woodrill’s soils team to collect soil cores

Figure 2.3: Example of a complete soil profile being analyzed at Woodrill Ltd.

2.3.2 Laboratory Methods
For measurement of pH and EC, 10 g of air-dried and ground (<2mm) soil
samples and deionized water were used in a 1:2 soil: water ratio by weight. Samples
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were capped in bottles and placed on a shaker for 30 min. A Fisher Scientific Accument
AE150 (Fisher Scientific, Hampton, New Hampshire) was used for pH measurement
according to methods by Thomas (1996). After shaking again for 30 min and settling for
1 h, EC measurements were taken using a Fisher Scientific Accument XL600 (Fisher
Scientific, Hampton, New Hampshire) according to methods outlined by Rhoades and
Oster (1986).
Organic matter was estimated using loss on ignition (LOI) modified from Veres’s
study (2002); air-dried samples were ground using a SPEX Sample Prep 8000M
Mixer/Mill and Ball Grinder (SPEX Sample Prep, Metuchen, NJ) to pass through a 75
μm sieve. Uniform levels of soil (5g) were placed in porcelain boats. Filled porcelain
boats were placed in a pre-heated air oven at 105 °C for 2 h to ensure there was no
moisture in the sample. Samples were cooled, weighed and placed in a pre-heated
muffle furnace at 550 °C for 4 h. After 4 h the furnace was turned off and left to cool
over night with the door closed. Porcelain boats were weighed, both full and empty.
Calculation of %OM was completed with the equations listed below.
Equation for %OM:
%OM = ([Initial weight of soil – Final weight of soil)/Initial weight of soil] * 100
Protocol for texture analysis was developed based on modified hydrometer and
sieve methods from Gee and Bauder (1986). Air-dried ground sample (20-50 g) was
weighed into a beaker, followed by addition of 100mL of 50g/L Calgon (sodium
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hexametaphosphate) solution as a dispersant and 100-200mL of deionized water and
left to sit overnight.
Samples were then transferred into a 900 ml stainless steel cup and rinsed with
deionized water to ensure all the sample was transferred. The sample was mixed with a
milkshake mixer before pouring through a 1.00 mm, 500 μm and 250 μm sieve into a
graduated cylinder, again rinsing to ensure all the sample was transferred. Deionized
water was added to the graduated cylinder to fill up to 1L. Samples were then mixed
with a stirring rod until the entire sample was in suspension. Hydrometer and
temperature measurements were recorded at 40 s and 7 h after mixing. A hydrometer
and temperature measurement at 40 s and 7 h were also recorded on a ‘blank’ sample
containing only Calgon solution and deionized water.
Samples portions in the 1 mm, 500 μm and 250 μm sieves were put into an 80
°C oven for 1 h. Samples were then weighed to determine sand fractions (very coarse
sand (VCS), coarse sand (CS), medium sand (ms), fine sand (fs)). Percent very fine
sand (vfs) could not be calculated separately and was included in the overall sand
portion. Percent VCS, CS, ms, fs, silt and clay were calculated using the below
equations:
Equation for % Clay:
% Clay = (corrected hydrometer reading at 7 hours) (100/Weight of soil sample)
Equation for % Silt:
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% Silt = (corrected hydrometer reading at 40 seconds) (100/Weight of soil
sample)
Equation for % Total Sand:
% Total Sand = 100 - % Silt - % Clay
Equation for VCS
%VCS = (Weight of VCS*100)/% Total Sand
Equation of % CS:
%CS = (Weight of CS*100)/% Total Sand
Equation for % Medium Sand:
% ms = (Weight of Medium Sand*100)/% Total Sand
Equation for % Fine Sand:
% fs = % Total Sand – (% VCS + % CS + % Medium Sand)
Corrected hydrometer reading is calculated by subtracting the blank hydrometer
reading from the corrected temperature reading. The corrected temperature reading
was calculated by adding 0.2 to the reading for every 0.5 °C above 19.5 °C and
subtracting 0.2 from the reading for every 0.5 °C below 19.5 °C (Gee and Bauder 1986).
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2.3.2 Spectral Collection
Three spectral scans were taken on each air-dried and ground (<2mm) sample.
Two Ocean Optics USB400 spectrometers (Ocean Optic Inc., Dunedin, FL) one
displaying the vis spectrum and the other displaying the NIR spectrum, were used to
collect the spectral data. Samples were tightly packed in a petri-dish and held directly
against the spectrometer’s light to ensure no outside light would interfere with the
reading. The three scans were taken from different areas of the sample to ensure an
accurate representation of the sample, the three spectral scans were then averaged
during spectral analysis.
2.3.4 Optimization of Data Processing
The first step in processing of spectral data involved data cleaning, in hopes to
decrease noise in the data. All spectral data below 397 nm and above 2216 nm (i.e. the
beginning and end of the scan) were removed. The intersection points of the data, 1086
nm and 1092 nm were also removed. These spectral points are removed to reduce
noise that may occur as the spectral scan start and end. After data cleaning, various
combination of preprocessing and modelling algorithms were applied to the raw data
(Figure 2.4).
Organic Matter data was used to optimize the preprocessing and model
algorithms, as OM has shown to have the greatest correlation with vis-NIR
spectroscopy (Zhang et al. 2017). Thirteen preprocessing algorithms/combinations of
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preprocessing algorithms were tested in combination with 4 modelling algorithms (Table
2.1).

Figure 2.4: Subset of dry spectral data before preprocessing (top graph) compared to the same
subset of data after preprocessing (SNV) occurred. The x axis represents the wavelengths of the visNIR spectrum, while the Y axis represents the intensity of the EMR reflection at a particular wavelength.

Partial Least Squares Regression is a statistical-based algorithm and is the most
commonly used model in spectral processing (Nawar et al. 2014). This method uses
inference to model a linear relationship with the spectral data and the attribute (Nawar
et al. 2014) and is a suitable approach when dealing with missing values and data noise
(Viscarra Rossel et al. 2006). Cubist, RF and ELM are machine learning model
algorithms and have been used less frequently in spectral predictions but are of growing
interest. Cubist is a unique algorithm as its predictions are not based on discrete values
but are instead based on linear regression (Minasny and McBratney 2008). Random
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Forest uses decision trees and are trained by both a random subset of predicted
variables and a different random data set; decision trees grow until they reach a
predetermines number of nodes (Douglas et al. 2018). Finally, ELM is an algorithm that
requires no tuning or parameter setting (Gosso 2015). It has an extremely fast learning
speed and is more straightforward and simpler than other learning algorithms as it tends
to not have issues such as improper learning rate and overfitting (Gosso 2015).
Table 2.1: List of 13 preprocessing algorithms that were tested in combination with the 4
modelling algorithms

Preprocessing Algorithms
1st Derivative
st
1 Derivative + Gap
2nd Derivative
nd
2 Derivative + Gap
Savitzky Golay + Gap
Gap Derivative
Savitzky Golay
Savitzky Golay + 1st Derivative
Savitzky Golay + 2nd Derivative
Savitzky Golay + SNV
Savitzky Golay + SNV + Detrend
SNV
SNV + Detrend

Modelling Algorithms
Partial Least Square Regression (PLSR)
Random Forest
Cubist
Extreme Learning Machine (ELM)

The ‘R’ statistical package (R Core Team, 2018) was used to carry out the
optimization analysis. Preprocessing algorithms were available using the ‘prospectr’
package (Stevens and Ramirez-Lopez 2015). While modelling algorithms were
available in the ‘caret’, ‘cubist’, ‘elmNN’, ‘pls’ and ‘randomforest’ packages (Kuhn et al.
2019; Kuhn 2018; Gosso 2015; Mevik and Wehrens 2019; Breiman et al. 2018).
Spectral data was randomly split into a 70% calibration set and a 30% validation set
modelling (Kennard and Stone 1969). Optimization was carried out by testing each
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combination of preprocessing and modelling algorithms for the prediction of OM.
Adjusted R2 values were compared and the three best combinations were selected to
use for the remainder of the research. The three best combinations were used for the
prediction of all other soil properties. Adjusted R2 was chosen over R2 because adjusted
R2 considers the number of samples, while R2 does not.

Results
2.4.1 Descriptive Statistics
2.4.1.1 Laboratory Measurements
Soil properties varied greatly within the studied fields (Table 2.2). For example,
the range of OM for this data set was 0.39% to 17.13%, pH ranged from 5.08 to 9.10
and EC ranged from 26.25 to 2034 μs cm-1. A large range was also observed in soil
texture fractions reflecting the diversity of the sampled area. Sand ranged from 0.49% to
93.91%, silt ranged from 4.7% to 87.86%, and clay ranged from 1.38% to 31.73%. The
variability of the soil properties can be attributed to the spatial variability of the sample
set, a wide range in spatial variability was desired in order to validate the use of vis-NIR
spectroscopy on the prediction of soil properties.
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Table 2.2: Descriptive statistics for laboratory measured properties

EC (μs cm-1)
OM (%)
pH
%Sand
%Silt
%Clay
%VCS
%CS
%ms
%fs

Mean

Median

Min

Max

Sd

309.30
2.69
7.71
45.11
43.23
11.67
3.69
5.66
15.57
22.82

265.90
2.11
7.71
41.85
45.46
10.68
2.06
3.80
12.28
21.66

26.25
0.39
5.08
0.49
4.70
1.38
0.03
0.00
0.91
1.32

2034.00
17.13
9.10
93.91
87.86
31.73
41.29
46.15
69.94
68.47

197.86
1.82
0.55
20.20
17.07
6.23
5.57
6.45
10.96
11.23

# of
Samples
1038
1025
1041
238
238
238
208
208
208
208

2.4.2 Optimization of Spectral Preprocessing and Modelling
2.4.2.1 Preprocessing Performance Evaluation
Adjusted R2 values in the calibration set ranged from 0.14 to 0.97, and adjusted
R2 values in the validation set ranged for 0.13 to 0.89 (Table 2.3). All adjusted R2 values
decreased from calibration to validation sets except, 1st Derivative, 1st Derivative + Gap,
2nd Derivative + Gap, Savitzky Golay + Gap and Savitzky Golay in some cases.
The 1st Derivative + Gap and 2nd Derivative + Gap were selected as the best
performing preprocessing algorithms for further analysis, based on good adjusted R2
(>0.5) values, along with a general increase of adjusted R2 values from calibration to
validation. Although no improvement was seen from calibration to validation for SNV, it
was also selected for further analysis based on consistently high adjusted R2 calibration
values across all modelling algorithms.
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2.4.2.2 Modelling Performance Evaluation For OM
Adjusted R2 values for calibration and validation of PLSR ranged from 0.72 to
0.81 and 0.14 to 0.75, respectively (Table 2.3). Calibration and validation adjusted R2
values for cubist ranged from 0.61 to 0.91 and 0.37 to 0.89, respectively. Adjusted R2
values for calibration and validation of RF ranged from 0.96 to 0.97 and 0.66 to 0.87,
respectively, while calibration and validation adjusted R2 values for ELM ranged from
0.14 to 0.75 and 0.13 to 0.81, respectively. Cubist appeared to be the best modelling
algorithm with the highest R2 value of 0.89; however, PLSR and RF also produced
relatively high R2 values of 0.84 and 0.87, respectively.
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Table 2.3: Calibration and validation results of 13 combination of preprocessing and modelling algorithms used to predict OM

Calibration

Validation

PLSR
AdjR

1st Derivative
1st Derivative + Gap
2nd Derivative
2nd Derivative + Gap
Savitzky Golay + Gap
Gap Derivative
Savitzky Golay
Savitzky Golay + 1st Derivative
Savitzky Golay + 2nd Derivative
Savitzky Golay & SNV
Savitzky Golay + SNV + Detrend
SNV
SNV + Detrend

2

0.81
0.77
0.73
0.76
0.74
0.77
0.77
0.79
0.78
0.72
0.74
0.77
0.78

Cubist
AdjR

2

0.84
0.91
0.76
0.88
0.75
0.80
0.89
0.70
0.61
0.92
0.89
0.90
0.90

RF
AdjR

2

0.97
0.97
0.97
0.97
0.97
0.97
0.97
0.97
0.97
0.96
0.96
0.96
0.96

ELM
AdjR

PLSR

2

0.45
0.63
0.14
0.49
0.67
0.75
0.71
0.62
0.40
0.28
0.58
0.71
0.57
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AdjR

1st Derivative
1st Derivative + Gap
2nd Derivative
2nd Derivative + Gap
Savitzky Golay + Gap
Gap Derivative
Savitzky Golay
Savitzky Golay + 1st Derivative
Savitzky Golay + 2nd Derivative
Savitzky Golay & SNV
Savitzky Golay + SNV + Detrend
SNV
SNV + Detrend

2

0.75
0.83
0.70
0.84
0.83
0.71
0.78
0.74
0.68
0.64
0.52
0.59
0.59

Cubist
AdjR

2

0.79
0.89
0.70
0.88
0.69
0.77
0.82
0.61
0.37
0.76
0.64
0.70
0.65

RF
AdjR

ELM
2

0.79
0.87
0.70
0.87
0.84
0.77
0.80
0.78
0.71
0.75
0.66
0.66
0.71

AdjR

2

0.62
0.77
0.13
0.81
0.76
0.70
0.70
0.40
0.29
0.20
0.32
0.56
0.26

2.4.3 Spectral Prediction for All Soil Properties
Based on adjusted R2 values OM and %silt and %sand were the best predicted
soil properties, while EC was the poorest (Table 2.3; Table 2.4). Organic matter, %sand,
%silt, pH, and %CS were all predicted very well using vis-NIR spectroscopy with
adjusted R2 values greater than 0.60. Percent VCS and %ms faired closely in prediction
with adjusted R2 values of 0.55 and 0.53. Percent fs, %clay and EC were poorly
predicted with adjusted R2 values of 0.49, 0.36 and 0.22, respectively.
Organic matter, pH, %sand, %silt, %ms and %VCS were all best predicted by the
RF modelling algorithm. PLSR performed best for the prediction of %CS and %clay; it
also performed equal to RF for the prediction of %ms. Cubist performed best for the
prediction of %fs and performed equal to RF for the prediction of OM. ELM performed
best for the prediction of EC and performed equal to RF for the prediction of OM.
Performance of modelling algorithms varied between soil properties; however, overall
RF performed best followed by cubist and PLSR with ELM yielding the worst
performance. 1st Derivative + Gap was the best performing preprocessing algorithm for
all soil properties, with the exception of EC, %clay and %VCS.
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Table 2.4: Statistical results for all soil properties predicted using vis-NIR spectral data collected on airdried-ground samples.

EC (μm cm-1)
pH
%Sand
%Silt
%Clay
%VCS
%CS
%ms
%fs

1st Derivative + Gap
PLSR Cubist
RF
ELM
2
2
2
2
AdjR
AdjR
AdjR
AdjR

2nd Derivative + Gap
PLSR
Cubist
RF
ELM
2
2
2
2
AdjR
AdjR
AdjR
AdjR

PLSR
2
AdjR

-0.02
0.57
0.48
0.46
0.13
0.18
0.68
0.50
-0.01

-0.01
0.48
0.29
0.40
0.23
0.11
0.30
0.31
0.01

-0.01
0.48
0.29
0.4
0.23
0.11
0.30
0.31
0.01

0.00
0.62
0.47
0.53
0.26
-0.02
0.08
0.24
0.49

-0.02
0.63
0.70
0.70
0.20
0.17
0.15
0.53
-0.02

-0.02
0.52
0.53
0.60
0.19
0.04
0.46
0.39
-0.02

-0.03
0.54
0.40
0.39
0.20
0.00
0.58
0.28
0.03
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-0.03
0.53
0.46
0.42
0.25
0.02
0.22
0.32
0.14

0.22
0.48
0.45
0.25
0.25
-0.01
0.02
0.09
-0.01

SNV
Cubist
2
AdjR
-0.03
0.54
0.40
0.39
0.20
0.00
0.58
0.28
0.03

RF
2
AdjR

ELM
2
AdjR

-0.03
0.53
0.46
0.42
0.25
0.02
0.22
0.32
0.14

0.22
0.48
0.45
0.25
0.25
-0.01
0.02
0.09
-0.01

Discussion
Soil properties were predicted with varying amounts of accuracy using vis-NIR
Spectroscopy. When examining model prediction results it is important to note the
occurrence of negative R2 values. Because 1- [Sum of Squares Error (SSE)/Sum of
Squares Treatment (SST)] was used to calculate R2 (adjusted R2) negative values are
possible when model performance is very poor. In agreement with Islam et al. (2003)
OM/OC was the best predicted soil property with R2 value of 0.61. Research by Terra et
al. (2015) found OC to correspond better in the MID infrared region of spectral data;
however, they reported a lower R2 value (0.77) compared to the current research. The
dark colour associated with OM can be easily detected by broad absorptions in the vis
region (Stenberg and Viscarra Rossel 2010), which may explain why better predictions
were seen in the current research compared to Terra et al. (2015). The current research
found RF with 1st derivative + Gap to yield the best results. It is likely that 1st derivative +
Gap performed the best due to its ability to enhance small spectral absorptions and
increase predictive accuracy for complex data sets (Stevens and Ramirez-Lopez 2014).
The machine learning approach that RF applies was also likely to help improve
predictions. Islam et al. (2003) and Terra et al. (2015) both used PCA for modelling
during their research. The differences achieved from different modelling algorithms is
important to note for supporting the testing of several models in the current research.
Soil pH was strongly predicted in the current research with an external validation
adjusted R2 value of 0.63 when using RF for modelling. However, Reeves and McCarty
(2001) and Reeves et al. (1999) both achieved higher R2 values of 0.74 and 0.73,
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respectively, for the prediction of pH when using PLSR. In contrast, Terra et al. (2015)
achieved a lower R2 value of 0.54 for the prediction of pH when using PCA.
Electrical conductivity was the most poorly predicted soil property in this research
with an external validation adjusted R2 value of 0.22. Islam et al. (2003) also predicted
EC with poor results, with R2 values of 0.10. Poor predictions of EC likely occurred for
several reasons: 1) EC is strongly associated with water content and dry samples were
used in this research; 2) Laboratory measured EC values are extremely low and would
be difficult to pick up with the spectrometer; 3) vis-NIR spectroscopy does not have
enough energy to measure electronic transitions and it is likely that the unique spectral
fingerprint of EC is present I another area of the light spectrum (Viscarra Rossel et al.
2010).
Overall %sand, %silt and %CS were well predicted with adjusted R2 values of
0.70, 0.70 and 0.68, respectively, while other texture fractions were more poorly
predicted (Table 2.4). In this study, RF was found to better predict %sand, %silt, %ms,
%VCS when compared to PLSR, cubist and ELM algorithms. However, PLSR better
predicted %CS and %clay, while cubist better predicted %fs. A study by Hobley and
Prater (2019) also reported promising results for the prediction of texture fractions using
vis-NIR spectroscopy; however, contradictory to the current research they found PLSR
to perform better than RF. Hobley and Prater (2019), used Log 10-transformation to
invert their spectral data which could have an effect on the performance of modelling
algorithms. A much smaller data set was also used in this study compared to the current
research which also may affect the accuracy of model prediction. Conforti et al. (2018)
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achieved R2 values of 0.81, 0.70 and 0.83 for %sand, %silt and %clay content using
PLSR, %sand and %clay were predicted with higher accuracy than the current
research; however, %silt was predicted with equal accuracy. Like Hobley and Prater
(2019), Conforti (2018) transformed the spectral data from reflectance to absorbance
which may have influenced model accuracy.
Clay content is generally well predicted by vis-NIR spectroscopy with its unique
absorptions fingerprint displaying around 7000 nm (Viscarra Rossel et al. 2010).
Contradictory to the current research sand and silt are generally more poorly predicted
than clay. The poor prediction of clay in the current research is likely attributed to the
lower clay content in the samples compared to samples used in the literature. Sand
content is generally better predicted in the mid-IR region of the light spectrum; however,
predictions can be seen in the vis-NIR spectrum due to iron oxide contents on the sand
grains (Viscarra Rossel et al. 2010).
Overall, the current research yielded promising results for the use of vis-NIR
spectroscopy to predict soil properties. This research demonstrated the use of several
preprocessing and modelling algorithms when analyzing spectral data. First derivative +
gap was found to be the optimal preprocessing algorithm. Its ability to enhance small
spectral absorptions and known benefits for complex data sets explain why 1st
derivative + gap outperformed other preprocessing algorithms (Stevens and RamirezLopex 2014). 1st derivative + gap performed best in combination with RF. Random
Forest is known to work well with large amount of data and is quick in training (Chen et
al. 2019). The quick training of RF in combination with the enhanced spectral absorption
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from 1st derivative + gap likely contributed to the increase in prediction accuracy of soil
properties using vis-NIR spectroscopy.

Conclusion
In conclusion, soil properties were predicted with varying degrees of success.
The study demonstrated that vis-NIR spectroscopy can be used to predict soil
properties on air-dried ground samples in Ontario soil; however, is not advanced
enough to completely replace traditional sampling techniques. The findings of this study
demonstrated the need to use several preprocessing and modelling algorithms when
predicting soil properties with vis-NIR spectroscopy; as different algorithms performed
differently depending on the soil property it was predicting. However, in general RF and
1st Derivative + gap can be labeled at the best combination of preprocessing and
modelling algorithms.
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Preface to Chapter 3
Chapter 2 begins by offering a detailed literature review on vis-NIR spectroscopy
for the prediction of soil properties. A gap in knowledge was found when determining
which preprocessing and modelling algorithms to use for analysis of spectral data.
Chapter 2 explored several commonly used preprocessing and modelling algorithms for
analysis of vis-NIR spectroscopy. While doing so it demonstrated the ability of vis-NIR
spectroscopy to perform on airdried-ground Ontario soil samples. In the end, three
optimal combinations of preprocessing algorithms were chosen to be used with four
modelling algorithms for the remainder of the project (Chapter 3 and chapter 4). Soil
properties were predicted with varying degrees of success and it was concluded that
vis-NIR can perform in airdried-ground Ontario soil; however, may not completely
replace traditional soil analysis methods. A limiting factor associated with the use of visNIR spectroscopy for the prediction of soil properties on air-dried ground samples is the
time requirement associated with drying and grinding soil samples. This limitation brings
forth the idea of using vis-NIR spectroscopy on field wet samples to eliminate the time
requirement associated with sample preparation. Chapter 3 explored the use of vis-NIR
spectroscopy on field wet samples while addressing the issue of the environmental
effect that may be present. It determines whether a transformation method is required to
address the environmental impacts on the spectral data and which transformation
method is better performing. Additionally, chapter 3 explores how preprocessing and
modelling algorithms effect the performance of the transformation algorithms.
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Chapter Three
Removing Water and Environmental Impact on Soil Spectra:
Comparison of Transformation Methods
Abstract
Sustainable agriculture is heavily dependent on soil information. Soil is
fundamental in supporting crop growth and providing nutrients and water when needed.
Soil information is needed to make accurate crop input decisions. Furthermore, soil
information can be used in combination with precision agriculture to ensure that crop
inputs are applied in precise amount to precise locations. Visible-near infrared (vis-NIR)
spectroscopy offers an alternative method of obtaining soil data more quickly compared
to laboratory methods. Although, vis-NIR spectroscopy offers a faster method of data
collection compared to traditional laboratory methods, immense time is still required in
sample preparation (soil drying and grinding). The use of vis-NIR spectroscopy on field
wet samples would further decrease the time requirement; however, environmental
conditions, such as soil moisture, can affect the spectral data and decrease prediction
accuracy.
1046 field wet soil samples were used to determine how environmental
conditions affected vis-NIR spectroscopy. Analysis was completed to determine if a
transformation algorithm was required to improve the prediction accuracy of vis-NIR
spectroscopy. The direct standardization (DS) and the external parameter
orthogonalization (EPO) transformation algorithms were compared against nontransformed data. Results indicated that a transformation algorithm was not required to
improve prediction accuracy. The research also determined if preprocessing and
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modelling algorithms influenced the function of the transformation algorithm. An
increase in prediction was seen when 2nd derivative + gap was used with partial least
square regression (PLSR), cubist and random forest (RF) and DS; however, a decrease
in prediction was seen with all other preprocessing, modelling and transformation
algorithms.

Introduction
Detailed soil information forms a foundational component in the development of
sustainable agriculture practices (Johnston and Poulton, 2018). In agricultural systems,
soils are instrumental in supporting crop health, providing nutrients, water and physical
support to crops (Johnston et al. 2009). While this is well known, it is also important to
acknowledge that soil properties are variable across fields, and these soil properties
directly contribute to how a soil functions and supports crop growth and development
(Stenberg et al. 2002). Furthermore, field geography does not necessarily align with
soil variability, and so sustainable agriculture must proceed in a manner which manages
soils optimizing both field variability and operational logistics (Stenberg et al. 2002).
Precision agriculture is a rapidly developing field which can be used to build sitespecific agricultural practices by linking soil data to management practices. For
example, it is used to optimize crop inputs by its ability to apply precise amount of inputs
to their needed location (Stenberg et al. 2002). In order to produce maps and
prescriptions required for precision agriculture, intensive soil sampling is required, which
is costly, time consuming and labor intensive (Wetterlind et al. 2008). Proximal soil
sensors, on the other hand have shown strong potential in providing detailed soil
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information faster and cheaper in higher resolutions than traditional methods (Viscarra
Rossel et al. 2010).
Spectroscopy is a method of proximal soil sensing (PSS) that has been used in
several studies to predict soil properties in laboratory on dry and ground samples.
Organic matter and pH are among the most commonly predicted soil properties using
vis-NIR spectroscopy (Gholizade 2013; Viscarra Rossel et al. 2006). Texture fractions
have also been commonly predicted in the literature using vis-NIR spectroscopy
(Confroti et al. 2017; Islam et al. 2006; Leone et al. 2012). The promising results of
laboratory based visible near-infrared (vis-NIR) spectroscopy have brought forth interest
in using vis-NIR spectroscopy in the field. While the controlled environmental conditions
and processed soil samples in laboratory provide a favorable environment and
prediction of soil properties, unknown and uncontrollable environmental conditions
including the presence of soil moisture have a strong influence on spectral
measurements. Water absorbs in the NIR region, and therefore any spectrum acquired
from a field soil may be confounded by the soil water content. This also can result in
lower reflectivity and interfere with the interpretation of the spectral data (Ge et al.
2014). Morgan et al. (2009) compared the spectral data from dry laboratory samples
and in-situ samples. When estimating organic carbon (OC), R2 ranged from 0.47 for
field moist smeared samples to 0.77 for air-dried intact samples (Morgan et al. 2009). R2
for the estimation of inorganic carbon also had a large range from 0.64, for field moist
smeared samples to 0.84, for air-dried ground samples.
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Methods are available to account for the environmental effects associated with
field collected spectral data. A transformation algorithm can be used to relate field wet
spectral data to a known library of dry spectral data, in turn manipulating the wet
spectral data to eliminate any environmental effects (Ji et al. 2015). There are two
common transformation methods that have been used to reduce the impact on
environmental conditions, including water content, on spectral data; External Parameter
Orthogonalisation (EPO) and Direct Standardization (DS).
The EPO approach was originally developed by Roger et al. (2003) to deal with
unknown external parameters that may affect the spectral data. It removes water
content by reprojecting the wet spectral data to the orthogonal variation found in the
spectra that is affected by the water (Minasny et al. 2011). Minasny et al. (2011) and Ji
et al. (2015) used EPO to remove water effect of spectral data. An increase in R2 of
0.28 was reported by Minasny et al (2011) after transforming the spectra using EPO.
Similarly, Ji et al. (2015) also observed an increase in R2 using EPO. Ackerson et al.
(2017) used the EPO transformation for the prediction of clay content on 4 different data
sets, an increase in R2 values was seen for all data sets.
The DS algorithm was derived by Wang et al. (1991) to correct differences in
spectral response. It has been proposed that the DS algorithm can remove the water
effect of spectral data by finding the relationship between a set of dry spectra and the
corresponding wet spectra (Ji et al. 2015). A set of calibration data is used to build a
transform matrix, which accounts for the differences between the dry spectral data and
the field wet spectral data (Ji et al. 2016). The wet spectral data can then be
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manipulated using the transform matrix to account for the unwanted environmental
effects (Ji et al. 2016). Ji et al. (2016), used the DS transformation and achieved an
increase in prediction accuracy of pH, organic matter (OM) and total nitrogen (TN)
compared to predictions made without a transformation.
Ji et al. (2015), compared the success of the DS and the EPO algorithm and
reported that DS did not initially improve the quality of the predictions. However, when a
larger number of samples was used in the transfer set, improvements were observed (Ji
et al. 2015). Overall, the DS transformation was found to outperform the EPO
transformation with an R2 0.70, compared to 0.63. Roudier et al. (2017), also compared
the DS and EPO transformation methods and found EPO to increase predictions for
organic carbon (OC) compared to DS. In agreement with Roudier et al. (2017),
Wijewardane et al. (2016) also found EPO to outperform DS with an R2 of 0.71
compared to 0.57 for the prediction of OC. However, as soil moisture content increased
the prediction accuracy of EPO decreased and in some cases DS outperformed EPO
(Wijewardane et al. 2016). DS did not show a consistent change in prediction accuracy
related to moisture content (Wijewardane et al. 2016).
This study will compare dry spectral predictions, field spectral predictings before
transformation and field spectral predictions after transformation using EPO and DS.
The aim of the study is to determine 1) if a transformation method is necessary for
removing environmental effects of field spectral data and 2) if a transformation method
is necessary to remove environmental effects which transformation method is optimal.
While doing so this study will compare how different preprocessing and modelling
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algorithms affect the transformation model. Although transformation models have been
compared in the literature, the effects of different preprocessing algorithms on the
transformation models in unknown.

Objective
The primary objective of this study is to determine if a transformation method is
needed to remove environmental effects from field collected spectral data. If a
transformation method is needed this study will determine whether the EPO or DS
model is optimum. This study will also examine how preprocessing and modelling
algorithms effect the use of the transformation models, the effects of preprocessing and
modelling algorithms on transformation methods has not yet been explored in the
literature. In turn, this study aims to demonstrate the ability of vis-NIR spectroscopy to
predict soil properties in field wet conditions.

Methods
3.3.1 Study Area and Sample Collection
Samples used in this research were collected from 13 cash crop farms, in
Ontario, Canada managed by Woodrill Limited (Ltd). A total of 205 soil cores were
collected from the 13 farms. Sample locations were preselected by Woodrill Ltd.’s soils
team using predictive soil mapping procedures (Doug Aspinall and Dan Breckon,
personal communication, May 30th, 2019). Soil cores were collected between August
and October 2016 and 2017 using a modified post pounder (Deere Fence Canada,
Dunrobin, ON) by driving a 120 cm steel coring tube with a plastic insert into the ground.
After collection, cores were stored in a cool dark room until the winter when profile
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analysis could occur. Woodrill Ltd.’s soils team completed a profile description
according to The Canadian System of Soil Classification (Soil Classification Working
Group 1998) which identified upper and lower horizon depths, horizon names and soil
series name. Drainage class and hand texture assessment were also completed
according to the Field Manual for Describing Soils in Ontario (Expert Committee on Soil
Survey 1982). Upon analysis each horizon was placed in a plastic lined bag and
labeled, resulting in 1046 samples.
3.3.2 Laboratory Methods
Texture analysis was completed on a select 238 of the 1046 samples using a
modified sieve and hydrometer method form Gee and Bauder (1986). Ground (<2mm)
soil was weighed (20-50g) into a beaker with 100-200 ml of deionized water and 100 ml
of 50g/L Calgon solution and left to sit overnight. The sample was then mixed with a
milkshake mixed and poured through a 1 mm, 500 μm and 250 μm sieves into a 1L
graduated cylinder. The graduated cylinder was filled with deionized water and stirred
until all the sample was in suspension. Finally, a hydrometer was used to measure soil
particle sizes following Gee and Bauder (1986). Combining sieving and hydrometer
methods, we calculated fractions of %very coarse sand (VCS), %coarse sand (CS),
%medium sand (ms), %fine sand (fs), %total sand, %silt and %clay according to
calculations outlined by Gee and Bauder (1986).
Soil pH, EC and OM were completed on all 1046 samples. Soil pH and EC were
determined using methods outlined by Thomas (1996), a 1:2 ratio of soil: deionized
water suspension was created and a AE150 Accument (Fisher Scientific, Hampton, NH)
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or a XL600 Accument (Fisher Scientific, Hampton, NH) was used to measure the pH or
EC of the sample. Organic matter was measured using a modified Loss on Ignition
(LOI) technique form Veres (2002). Finely ground soil, which could pass through a 75
μm sieve was weighed (5g) into porcelain boats. Samples were oven dried at 105°C
for 2 h to eliminate any moisture in the sample. Samples were then weighed and placed
into a preheated 550 °C muffle furnace for 4 h. After 4 h the muffle furnace was shut off
and left to cool overnight. The next day porcelain boats were weighted, full and empty
and OM was calculated based on the weight difference of the sample.
3.3.3 Spectral Collection
Spectral data was collected on field wet samples, using an intact piece of soil
(aggregate) from each. Collecting spectral data on an intact piece of soil can be difficult,
as it is easy for outside light to interfere if the soil is not completely in contact with the
spectrometer light window. Since samples had been stored in bags, after analysis by
Woodrill Ltd., the state of the samples varied. The aim was to collect a spectral reading
from an intact piece of soil; however, this did not always happen. If an intact piece of
soil was not present, the sample was tightly packed into a petri dish. Two Ocean Optics
USB400 spectrometers (Ocean Optic Inc., Dunedin, FL) one displaying the vis spectrum
(342 – 1023 nm) and the other displaying the NIR spectrum (1070 – 2220 nm), were
used to collect spectral data. Intact samples were placed directly against the
spectrometer’s light to ensure no outside light would interfere with the reading. Three
scans were taken from different areas of the sample to ensure an accurate
representation of the sample and the three spectral scans were then averaged during
modelling.
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Spectral data collected on the laboratory on dry samples was also used in this
experiment. Three spectral scans were collected on each sample and averaged during
spectral analysis. Spectral data was collected by tightly placing airdried and ground
(<2mm) soil into a petri dish and holding the dish directly against the spectrometer light,
ensuring no outside light could interfere with the scan (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1 Spectral data being collected on an airdried-ground soil sample that is tightly packed
into a petri dish

3.3.4 Data Cleaning
Spectral data cleaning was done to help reduce noise in the data. Cleaning was
completed by removing spectral readings below 397 nm, between 1086 and 1092 nm
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and above 2216 nm (ie. The beginning, vis and NIR region intersections and the end of
the scan).
3.3.5 Optimization of Data Transformation
After data cleaning spectral data was organized to suit the transformation
methods that would be used. To do this the data was split into 4 sets, a calibration field
wet, validation field wet, calibration dry and validation dry. Calibration and validation
sets were determined by a random 70% and 30% split, respectively. Calibration data
sets were comprised of 684 samples, while the validation set was comprised of 341
samples. During transformation the calibration sets were used to build the
transformation matrix and the validation sets were transformed using that matrix.
Spectral data was transformed using the DS and EPO algorithm (Figure 3.2).
The EPO and DS transformations were carried out in R (The R Core Team, 2013) using
modified versions of the ‘hyperspec’ and ‘MASS’ packages, respectively (Beleites 2018;
Ripley et al. 2019).
The DS algorithm works to find the average difference between a set of dry
spectra data and a corresponding set of field spectral data. The difference between the
two can be used to account for unwanted environmental effects such as soil moisture
on the field collected data (Wang et al. 1991; Ji et al. 2015)
Mathematically the DS algorithm can be described as:
Ddry = DfieldB + E,
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where Ddry and Dfield are the matrix of samples collected from the lab and the
field, respectively. The calibration matrix is used to build the model and the validation
matrix is transformed once the model is built. Ddry and Dfield both have a size of m x p,
where m is the number of soil samples (684) and p is the number of wavelengths (371).
B is the transfer matrix with size p x p (to be determined) and E is the error matrix.
Mathematically E can be described as:
E=ƛkT,
where k is a p x 1 matrix and ƛ has a size matrix of m x 1. T represents the data
being transposed. To determine B a mean center C = I – (1/m) ƛƛT of size m x m must
be applied to both sides of the equation. Where I is an identify matrix of size m x m.
CƛkT= 0 thus, the equation can be written as:
AvgDlab

= AvgDfieldB,

Rearranged to,
B = avgDfield+avgDlab (+ represents the inverse),
The transfer matrix can then be used to calculate E, first the equation for k must
be multiplied by (1/m)ƛT, thus,
k = avgDlabT- BTavgDfieldT,
where avgDlab and avgDfield are of size 1 x p and are the average values of Dlab and
Dfield, respectively. Finally, the transformed data can be calculated using
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TransDfield

= Dfield B + E.

The EPO algorithm uses Principle Component Analysis (PCA) to determine the
orthogonal difference between the lab and field spectra data (Roger at al. 2003;
Minasny et al. 2001). If spectra data is defined as:
D = DP + DQ + E,
where, P has a size of m x m and is the useful portion of the spectral data. Q has
a size of m x m and is the non-useful portion of the spectral data influenced by the
environment. E has a size of p x m and is the error. m represents the wavelengths (371)
and p represents the number of spectra samples (684).
The non-useful portion of the spectral data can be calculated using D=DQ and
the useful portion of the spectra data can be calculated using D=DP. P can be
calculated using P=I-Q, where I is the complete portion of the spectral data and Q is:
Q =kkT,
where k represents the difference matrix between the lab and field spectra and T
represents a transposition. A PCA is applied to k to determine the most influential
areas, c, a subset of m. Q can then be estimated by:
Q = kckcT,
P, can then be estimated using P=I-Q.The transformed spectra can now be
calculated using:
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TransD

= DP

After transformation of spectral data occurred the new spectral data from both
the DS method and the EPO method were used to predict OM. Organic matter was
used for optimization as it is the soil property best predicted by vis-NIR spectroscopy
(Zhang et al. 2017). Previously optimized (chapter 2) preprocessing algorithms: 1st
derivative + gap, 2nd derivative + gap, and Standard Normal Variance (SNV) were used
along with previously optimized (chapter 2) modelling algorithms: Partial Least Square
Regression (PLSR), cubist, Random Forest (RF) and Extreme Learning Machine (ELM).
The resulting R2 values were compared to OM predictions using non-transformed
spectral data to determine if a transformation method improved predictions and if a
transformation method was required which transformation method performed best.

Figure 3.2: Graph showing a subset of field spectral data before transformation (top), after DS
transformation (middle) and after EPO transformation (bottom). The x axis represents the
wavelengths of the vis-NIR spectrum, while the Y axis represents the intensity of the EMR reflection at a
particular wavelength.
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Results
3.4.1 Descriptive Statistics
3.4.1.1 Laboratory Measurements
All soil properties used in this research were highly variable due to the range in
geographic locations and depth in which the samples were collected from. Soil pH
ranged from 5.08 to 9.10; while EC ranged from 26.25 to 2034.00 μs cm-1. Organic
matter was also highly variable in the sample set, ranging from 0.39% to 17.13%.
Percent sand, silt and clay within the samples were also extremely variable. Sand
ranged from 0.49% to 93.91%, while %silt raged from 4.7% to 87.86%. Clay ranged
from 1.38% to 31.73%.
3.4.2 Comparison of OM Predictions by the EPO and DS Algorithms
The EPO transformation showed no improvements in the ability of vis-NIR
spectroscopy to predict OM, and in fact showed a decrease in prediction which can be
seen by the decrease in adjusted R2 values (Table 3.1). The DS transformation showed
improvement to 3 of 12 adjusted R2 values (Table 3.1). An increase in prediction was
observed when 2nd derivative + gap was used as the preprocessing algorithm; however,
an increase was not observed when 2nd derivative + gap was used in combination with
ELM. A detailed overview of how DS performed can be seen in the upcoming results
sections, DS was then used to transform spectral data and predict pH, EC and texture
fractions.
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Table 3.1: Statistical results for the prediction of OM using spectral data collected on dry samples,
field wet samples, after DS transformation and after EPO transformation (Validation data set)
Dry Spectral
Data
2
AdjR
PLSR
Cubist
RF
ELM

Field Spectra Before
Field Spectra
Transformation
After DS
2
2
AdjR
AdjR
1st Derivative + Gap

0.92
0.89
0.90
0.92

0.90
0.89
0.85
0.89

Field Spectra After
EPO
2
AdjR

0.89
0.82
0.81
0.41

0.34
0.29
0.12
0.34

0.92
0.88
0.86
0.54

0.44
0.44
0.20
0.42

0.74
0.73
0.68
0.46

0.42
0.40
0.11
0.36

2nd Derivative + Gap
PLRS
Cubist
RF
ELM

0.89
0.91
0.91
0.87

0.85
0.79
0.81
0.80
SNV

PLRS
Cubist
RF
ELM

0.93
0.92
0.86
0.89

0.91
0.90
0.85
0.81

3.4.3 Comparison of Models
3.4.3.1 Field Wet Calibration and Validation Set Before DS Transformation for OM
Field wet calibration and validation data sets were modeled before
transformation, with results showing adjusted R2 ranging from 0.55 to 0.91 (Table 3.2).
Soil OM was more poorly predicted in the calibration set than the validation set; with the
highest adjusted R2 being 0.82 compared to 0.91. The highest adjusted R2 was
achieved when using the SNV preprocessing algorithm; however, the modelling
algorithm was not consistent between calibration and validation sets. PLSR performed
better for the calibration set and Cubist performed better for the validation set.
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Table 3.2: Statistical results for prediction of OM using the calibration and validation data set
before and after DS transformation

PLSR
Cubist
RF
ELM
PLRS
Cubist
RF
ELM
PLRS
Cubist
RF
ELM

Calibration Set
Validation Set
Before DS
After DS
Before Ds After DS
2
2
2
2
AdjR
AdjR
AdjR
AdjR
st
1 Derivative + Gap
0.66
0.99
0.90
0.89
0.68
0.99
0.89
0.82
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.81
0.59
0.90
0.89
0.41
2nd Derivative + Gap
0.59
0.99
0.85
0.92
0.62
0.99
0.79
0.88
0.57
0.77
0.81
0.86
0.55
0.94
0.80
0.54
SNV
0.74
0.90
0.91
0.74
0.82
0.93
0.90
0.73
0.76
0.55
0.85
0.68
0.71
0.85
0.81
0.46

3.4.3.2 Field Wet Calibration Set After DS Transformation for OM
After transformation adjusted R2 values for the calibration set improved in 11 out
of 12 cases. The only decrease in adjusted R2 was observed with SNV and RF, with a
decrease from 0.76 to 0.55. Adjusted R2 values showed a perfect fit in 4 cases with
adjusted R2 values of 0.99 (Table 3.2). Remaining adjusted R2 values ranged from 0.77
to 0.99. The calibration set resulted in perfect or near perfect predictions since it was
used to build the model.
3.4.3.3 Field Wet Validation Set After DS Transformation for OM
After transformation adjusted R2 values for the validation set improved in 3 out of
12 preprocessing and modelling combinations (Table 3.2). Adjusted R2 improved with
2nd derivative + gap as the preprocessing algorithm with PLSR, cubist and RF modelling
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algorithms. The PLSR model was the best performing of the three with adjusted R2
value of 0.92 after DS transformation.
3.4.4 Predictions of Remaining Soil Properties After DS Transformation
Soil pH, EC, %fs, %ms, %CS, %VCS, %sand, %silt and %clay were predicted
after being transformed with the DS algorithm (Table 3.3). Soil EC was poorly predicted
by vis-NIR spectroscopy with the highest adjusted R2 value being 0.29 when using 2nd
derivative + gap and PLSR. pH was predicted well with the highest adjusted R2 value of
0.67 when using 1st derivative + gap and PLSR. Percent fs and %ms were both very
poorly predicted with highest adjusted R2 values of 0.30 (1st derivative + gap and ELM)
and 0.24 (2nd derivative + gap and PLSR), respectively. The %CS and %VCS fractions
showed extremely poor predictions with the highest adjusted R2 values of 0.11 and 0.15,
respectively. Percent sand and %silt were also not predicted with great accuracy with
highest adjusted R2 values of 0.16 in both cases. Percent clay had a slightly better
prediction accuracy with a highest adjusted R2 of 0.48 when using SNV and cubist.
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Table 3.3: Statistical results for the prediction of all soil properties after the DS

PLSR
2
AdjR

Cubist
2
AdjR

RF
2
AdjR

ELM
2
AdjR

PLSR
2
AdjR

1st Derivative + Gap
-1

EC (μm cm )
OM
pH
%Sand
%Silt
%Clay
%VCS
%CS
%ms
%fs

0.25
0.89
0.67
0.04
0.16
0.29
-0.07
-0.04
-0.07
-0.05

0.01
0.82
0.62
0.00
0.13
0.04
NA
0.11
NA
-0.07

0.26
0.81
0.59
0.13
0.15
0.27
0.15
0.04
0.22
-0.07

Cubist
2
AdjR

RF
2
AdjR

ELM
2
AdjR

PLSR
2
AdjR

Cubist
2
AdjR

2nd Derivative + Gap
0.07
0.41
0.13
0.16
0.03
0.19
-0.07
0.00
-0.07
0.30

0.29
0.92
0.56
0.01
-0.03
0.38
-0.07
-0.06
0.24
-0.03

0.00
0.88
0.52
0.15
0.09
0.02
-0.06
-0.07
0.16
-0.07
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0.25
0.86
0.63
0.16
0.15
0.13
0.05
0.00
0.20
-0.05

RF
2
AdjR

ELM
2
AdjR

SNV
-0.01
0.54
0.06
-0.01
-0.06
0.07
-0.07
-0.01
-0.07
0.25

0.06
0.74
0.54
-0.03
-0.06
0.16
-0.04
-0.04
0.07
0.16

0.11
0.73
0.53
-0.05
0.05
0.48
NA
NA
0.06
NA

0.10
0.68
0.16
-0.05
-0.04
0.12
0.02
0.05
-0.02
0.25

-0.01
0.46
-0.01
0.01
-0.04
0.12
0.12
-0.04
-0.07
-0.06

Discussion
The results of the study demonstrate that a transformation method is not needed
to eliminate environmental effects on field collected spectral data. This can be seen by
the decreased prediction accuracy when a transformation method is applied. This
research also demonstrated that if a transformation method is used the DS method is
favorable over the EPO method. Ji et al. (2015) demonstrated that DS performed better
when used with a larger data set. The size of the data set used in the current research
may have attributed to the enhanced performance of DS over EPO. DS is also
favourable from a user standpoint as recalibration is not required after the model is
derived; meaning no dry validation data set is required.
Although the DS transformation was found to perform better than the EPO
transformation, a decrease in predictions was still seen in most cases when DS was
used compared to when no transformation was used (Table 3.2). These results
demonstrate the importance of comparing transformation methods with preprocessing
and modelling algorithms. DS showed improvements in predictions when 2nd derivative
+ gap was used with PLSR, RF and Cubist; however, showed no improvements with
other combinations of preprocessing and modelling algorithms.
The purpose of this research was to determine if a transformation method was
required to remove environmental effects on field collected spectral data and if a
transformation method was required which method performed best. The results
indicated that a transformation method is not needed to improve prediction accuracy in
most cases. This could be attributed to the nature of the samples used in the
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experiment. The samples used in this experiment were stored in the lab in plastic lined
paper bags after collection. Although samples were left at field condition it is likely that
the moisture content of the samples declined during storage and were closer in nature
to a dry sample than a field wet sample.
The results of the current study were compared to corresponding results on dry
samples (chapter 2). The comparison demonstrated that DS transformed field spectral
data had improved prediction accuracy compared to dry spectral data for EC, OM, pH,
%clay, %VCS and %fs in some cases; however, a decrease in prediction accuracy was
seen more frequently. This comparison further suggests that a transformation method
may not be required to improve prediction accuracy of field samples.
Zhang et al. (2017), Minasny et al. (2011), Morgan et al. (2009) and Ji et al.
(2016) all had success in predicting OM at field conditions using vis-NIR spectroscopy,
with R2 values ranging from 0.47 to 0.80. The results of the current research are
comparable to these values with the highest achieved adjusted R2 values of 0.92 –
adjusted R2 tends to be a lower value than R2 which demonstrate that the current
research predicted OM with an even higher accuracy.
When compared to laboratory predictions, the current research demonstrates
promising results for determining OM at field conditions using vis-NIR spectroscopy.
The R2 values for laboratory predicted OM ranged from 0.73 to 0.90 in three different
studies (Jaconi et al. 2019; Ji et al. 2016; Morgan et al. 2009), again, making the results
(R2=0.92) of this study comparable.
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Poor predictions of EC, %sand and %silt have also been found in previous work.
EC and %sand are generally not well predicted with vis-NIR spectroscopy due to
absorption finger prints not occurring in the vis-NIR region. The vis-NIR region does not
have enough energy to measure electrical transitions for the prediction of EC (Viscarra
Rossel et al. 2010). While %sand is most commonly predicted by the presence of quartz
which absorbs in the mid-IR region (Viscarra Rossel et al. 2010). Some prediction for
sand can be seen with vis-NIR spectroscopy due to the presence of iron oxides on the
sand grains (Viscarra Rossel et al. 2010) Iron Oxides are known to absorb in the vis
region around 700 nm. Zhang et al. (2017) found R2 vales of 0.12, 0.50 and 0.00,
respectively. Islam et al. (2003) also saw a poor prediction for EC with an R2 value of
0.10. Gholizade et al. (2013) achieved a slightly higher R2 values for EC, but still poor at
0.50. It is assumed that EC is poorly predicted by vis-NIR spectroscopy due to its
relationship with water content and the removal of water effect that is performed on the
spectral data. Islam et al. (2003) found %sand and %silt R2 values of 0.53 and 0.05,
respectively, in laboratory conditions. R2 values of 0.59 and 0.57 were also found for
%sand and %silt at laboratory conditions (Leone et al. 2012). Typically, %clay has been
predicted well by vis-NIR spectroscopy with R2 vales of 0.70 at field conditions (Zhang
et al. 2017); and R2 values of 0.72 and 0.81 in laboratory conditions (Islam et al. 2003;
Leone et al. 2012). In this study %clay was better predicted by vis-NIR spectroscopy
than %sand and %silt but did not achieve as good of a prediction as previous studies.
Perhaps prediction of %clay could be improved by examining spectral data by individual
horizon opposed to treating all horizons as equal. It is not surprising to find higher
achieved R2 values in studies by Islam et al. (2003) and Leone et al. (2012) as these
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studies used dry samples that did not require transformation. Further research is
needed to compare the non-transformed spectral data of this study on the prediction of
clay, this would further emphasize that a transformation method is not needed to
remove environmental effects on field collected spectral data. The study by Zhang et al.
(2017) was conducted at field conditions but was completed with a much smaller and
less variable data set than the current research. The smaller and less variable data set
may have attributed to the improved success seen in this research over the current
research. The higher clay content of the soils used in previous studies, compared to the
soils used in the current research may have also contributed to the increase in
prediction accuracy.
The adjusted R2 values of 0.16, 0.15 and 0.48 for %sand, %silt and %clay in this
study are lower than other studies in the literature at both field and laboratory
conditions. The reduced prediction accuracy of this study is likely attributed the
transformation method. Optimization of transformation methods in this study outlined
that a transformation method is not needed to improve prediction on field collected
spectral data. Further research should be conducted to explore the results when
predicting %sand, %silt and %clay on non-transformed field spectral data.
In this study pH showed a good prediction with adjusted R2 value of 0.67. This
value is in line with other predictions found in the literature. Zhang et al. (2017) also
achieved an R2 value of 0.67 for the prediction of pH at field conditions. An R2 value of
0.61 was achieved at field conditions by Ji et al. (2016), while Lu et al. (2013) predicted
pH in laboratory with an R2 value of 0.65.
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The results of this research demonstrated that a transformation method is not
needed to eliminate environmental effects of field spectral data. This could be seen by
the decrease in prediction accuracy when a transformation method was applied . This
research also demonstrated that between the DS and EPO transformation methods the
DS method was optimal. These results are further proven when compared to results
seen in the current literature. Although results of this research were comparable to
many other completed studies, results likely would have been improved if no
transformation method was used. The research further demonstrated the importance of
comparing transformation methods to preprocessing and modelling combination as
improvement to the prediction were seen in some cases and not others.

Conclusion
In conclusion, a transformation method is not needed to remove environmental
effects on field collected spectral data, particularly with samples of the nature used in
this project; as samples were closer to a dry condition than a field wet condition.
Organic matter was predicted with lower accuracy in most cases when a transformation
method was used. Although pH and EC were predicted at field conditions to an
accuracy that is in line with previous research predictions likely would have been
improved if no transformation method was used. Texture fractions were predicted to a
lower accuracy than seen in previous study which is likely attributed to the use of the
transformation method.
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Preface to Chapter 4
Chapter 3 demonstrated the plausibility of vis-NIR spectroscopy to predict soil
properties in field wet samples. The results of chapter 3 indicated that a transformation
method is not needed to improve the prediction accuracy of the field wet spectral data. It
also demonstrated that when comparing the Direct Standardization (DS) and External
Parameter Orthogonalization (EPO) transformation methods, the DS algorithm
performed better. Results also indicated that the preprocessing and modelling algorithm
used impacted the ability of the transformation method to improve prediction accuracy.
For example, the DS algorithm improved prediction accuracy when 2nd derivative + gap
was used with partial least square regression (PLSR), cubist and random forest (RF)
but decreased prediction accuracy in all other cases. The finding of chapter 3 address
the time requirement associated with traditional sample preparation (airdrying and
grinding) by proving that vis-NIR spectroscopy can perform on field wet samples.
However, time is still required to collect the physical soil sample and bring it back to the
laboratory for spectral scanning. The use of vis-NIR spectroscopy directly in the field
would eliminate the time required for sample collection all together. Chapter 4 explores
the use of vis-NIR spectroscopy to perform to depth in situ eliminating the need to
collect a physical soil sample. Transformation algorithms compared in chapter 3 are
also used in chapter 4 and compared to non-transformed in situ spectral data, nontransformed field wet spectral data and dry spectral data. The ability of vis-NIR
spectroscopy to predict pH, OM and %sand, %silt and %clay is then assessed using the
most optimal analysis techniques, which are developed throughout chapter 2, chapter 3
and chapter 4. In the end chapter 4 determined the direct standardization (DS)
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transformation algorithm to yield the best predictions. Soil properties were predicted
with confidence in situ eliminating the need to obtain a physical soil sample for spectral
scanning.
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Chapter Four
Depth-wise In Situ Characterization of Soil Properties using
vis-NIR Spectroscopy
Abstract
The push for sustainable agriculture has brought forth the need for improved soil
data and methods of soil data collection. Visible-near infrared (vis-NIR) spectroscopy
has gained interest as an alternative method of obtaining soil data. Vis-NIR
spectroscopy has shown potential when used in laboratory to determine soil properties
needed for agricultural decisions such as organic matter (OM), pH, electrical
conductivity (EC) and texture. Vis-NIR spectroscopy offers the potential to decrease the
time and cost associated with intensive sampling; however, physical sampling and
sample prep are still a limiting factor. In situ sampling with vis-NIR spectroscopy would
greatly decrease the time required to obtain soil information. The aim of this project is to
demonstrate the use of vis-NIR spectroscopy in a non-destructive manner directly in the
field.
In situ vis-NIR readings were collected from 160 points located across 13
different farms within Wellington and Dufferin Counties. A modified Veris P4000 soil
probe was used to collect 3 replications of vis-NIR spectral data up to 1 meter in depth
at each of the 160 sample points. Two transformation algorithms, direct standardization
(DS) and external parameter protocolization (EPO), were used to remove environmental
effects of the in situ collected spectral data and improve prediction accuracy. 1st
derivative + gap, 2nd derivative + gap and standard normal variance (SNV) were used in
combination with Partial Least Square Regression (PLSR), cubist, random forest, and
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Extreme learning machine (ELM) for modelling of the spectral data. In the end, OM, pH,
%sand, %silt and %clay were all accurately predicted using vis-NIR spectroscopy after
transformation with the DS algorithm. This study demonstrated the ability of vis-NIR
spectroscopy to perform in situ eliminating the need to obtain a physical soil sample.
This study also quantified the environmental effects associated with in situ collected
spectral data and how to address these effects.

Introduction
Increased popularity in sustainable agriculture and environmental management
has amplified the need for soil data. Due to the time commitment and expenses
associated with traditional soil sampling and analysis, scientists have been searching
for an alternative method of collecting soil data. Visible-near infrared (vis-NIR)
spectroscopy has gained interest as an alternative method of soil data collection over
the last several years (Stenberg et al. 2010; Ji et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2017; Conforti et
al. 2018). Spectroscopy can estimate several soil properties from a single scan of soil
with minimal sample preparation and it can be used both in laboratory and in situ
(Stenberg et al. 2010, Zhang et al. 2017). Several studies have examined the use of visNIR spectroscopy for estimating soil properties in the laboratory on airdried and ground
samples (Confroti et al. 2017; Gholizade 2013; Islam et al. 2006; Leone et al. 2012,
Viscarra Rossel et al. 2006). Although they showed strong promise and success in
estimating several soil properties on airdried and ground samples, sample collection
and preparation still required immense amounts of time and resources. In situ use of
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vis-NIR spectroscopy would greatly decrease the time and resources required to obtain
soil data (Zhang et al. 2017).
Some research has been conducted on the use of spectroscopy for in situ
measurements of soil properties (Ackerson et al. 2016; Ji et al. 2014; Ji et al. 2016; Li et
al. 2015; Waiser et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2017). However, in situ use of vis-NIR
spectroscopy has been found to be challenging due to the variability in sample
conditions such as moisture content, aggregate size and soil smearing (Morgan et al.
2009). Additionally, many studies based on in situ spectral data are not true in situ
studies. Many researchers collect a physical soil sample in the field and then scan it
with a spectrometer in the laboratory. These samples are of field conditions but are not
true in situ samples. This research will use a modified spectrometer that is not readily
available to collect true in situ spectral data in the field without having to take a physical
soil sample.
Morgan et al. (2009) compared prediction results for air-dried ground and airdried intact soil cores to simulate in situ intact and smeared samples. The results
revealed a decreased in predictability for both simulated in situ measurements
compared to laboratory measurements (Morgan et al. 2009). Strategies are available to
help account for the environmental effects associated with in situ spectral data such as
data preprocessing and data transformation (Ji et al. 2015).
Various mathematical formulas can be applied as preprocessing algorithms
which can remove physical noise, normalize data and enhance spectral fingerprint
regions to improve predictions (Stevens and Ramirez-Lipez 2014; Leone et al. 2012).
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Commonly available preprocessing methods are moving averages, binning, SavitzkyGolay filtering, derivatives, gap derivatives and standard normal variance (SNV)
computation (Stevens and Ramirez-Lopez 2014). Through previous optimization
(Chapter 2) tests, we determined 1st derivative + gap, 2nd derivative + gap and SNV to
be the best performing preprocessing methods.
Two commonly used transformation algorithms are also available to help correct
environmental effects of spectral data; direct standardization (DS) and External
Parameter Orthogonalization (EPO). Transformation algorithms can be used to
manipulate field collected spectral data to eliminate environmental effects (Ji et al.
2015). The field spectral data is manipulated by relating a portion of the field collected
spectral data to a corresponding set of spectral data from airdried soils (Ji et al. 2015).
The DS algorithm developed by Wang et al. (1991) measures the differences between
the field (moist) and the airdry spectral and builds a transformation matrix based on
these measurements (Ji et al. 2016). The wet spectral data is then manipulated based
on the developed transformation matrix. The EPO algorithm was developed by Roger et
al. (2003) which removes environmental effects on spectral data by reprojecting the wet
spectral data based on the orthogonal variation found in the wet spectral data compared
to the dry spectral data. Reprojecting the spectral data according to these variations
allows the unwanted environmental effects to be removed (Minasny et al. 2011).
Ji et al. (2016), used the DS transformation and found it improved the predictions
for pH, organic matter (OM) and total nitrogen (TN) compared to untransformed field
spectra. However, prediction results were less accurate compared to results when
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airdried and ground samples were used to collect spectral data (Ji et al. 2016).
Ackerson et al. (2016) used the EPO transformation while predicting clay content and
showed poor predictions of in situ measurements (R2 0.60 to 0.82) compared to
laboratory measurements (R2 of 0.78 to 0.92) depending on locations (Ackerson et al.
2016). Li et al (2015) did not use any transformation methods; however, they compared
several types of preprocessing methods. Without transformation, Li et al. (2015)
predicted organic Carbon (OC) in situ with an R2 of 0.94 compared to R2 of 0.91 for
laboratory collected spectral data. Zhang et al. (2017) and Waiser et al. (2007) also had
success in predicting soil properties using in situ spectral data with only preprocessing
techniques. Waiser et al. (2007) predicted clay content for in situ measurements with R2
of 0.83 compared to an R2 of 0.84 when air-dried ground samplers were used. Zhang et
al. (2017) predicted several soil properties using in situ vis-NIR spectroscopy
measurements including pH, EC, OM, %sand, %silt and %clay. Clay was the best
predicted property with R2 of 0.70, followed by OM (0.66), %sand (0.50), EC (0.12) and
%silt (0.00) (Zhang et al. 2017). Ji et al. (2014) also had successes in prediction of OM
and pH in situ without the use of a transformation method with R2 values of 0.75 and
0.77, respectively.
These studies demonstrated that vis-NIR spectroscopy can be used in situ to
predict soil properties. However, most of the samples used in these studies are not true
in situ samples as a physical soil sample was first collected and then scanned with a
spectrometer in the field or brought to the laboratory as an undisturbed core to be
scanned (Ji et al. 2014; Ji et al. 2016; Li et al. 2015; Waiser et al. 2007). Additionally,
there is no consensus or a comprehensive assessment of the performance of available
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spectral data processing methods for true in situ collected samples. This study
examined the feasibility of vis-NIR spectroscopy at true in situ conditions in a nondestructive manner, eliminating the need to obtain a physical soil sample. This study
also offers a comparison of preprocessing and transformation methods to determine the
best technique considering the influence of variable environmental conditions in a
spectral sample.

Objective
The objectives of this research were to 1) examine the feasibility of vis-NIR
spectroscopy to predict multiple soil properties in situ at different horizons and 2)
optimize the spectral processing associated with environmental variability in in situ
collected spectral data. The ability of vis-NIR spectroscopy to predict soil properties in
situ would offer a faster approach for soil characterization compared to traditional
laboratory analysis techniques. Processing will be optimized by comparing original
spectral data to spectral data that has been transformed to remove any environmental
effects. Preprocessing and modelling algorithms previously optimized on air-dried and
ground samples in chapter 2 will be used for the predictions in this research.

Methods
4.3.1 Study Area and Sample Collection
This research was conducted on 13 agricultural fields located outside of Guelph,
Ontario Canada and managed by Woodrill Ltd. A total of 205 soil cores 4.5 cm in
diameter and up to 120 cm in depth (depending on field conditions) were collected using
a Post Pounder (Deere Fence Canada, Dunrobin, ON, CA) by driving a 120 cm length
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steel coring tube fitted with a 4.5 cm plastic sleeve into the ground. Sample locations
were preselected by Woodrill Ltd.’s soils team using predictive soil mapping procedures
to segregate each farm into unique management zones (Doug Aspinall and Dan
Breckon, personal communication, May 30th, 2019). Within each soil management zone,
the raster cell with the highest membership value was selected for soil coring (Doug
Aspinall and Dan Breckon, personal communication, May 30th, 2019). Sample collection
occurred between August and October 2016 and 2017, and cores were capped, labeled
and stored in a cool dark room. During the winter of 2016 and 2017 a profile description
was completed on each core by Woodrill Ltd.’s soils team. Cores were cut length wise
to expose the inside of the core and placed onto a table. The profile description included
horizon depths, parent material, hand texture analysis, drainage class and soil type
name (Doug Aspinall and Dan Breckon, personal communication, May 30 th, 2019).
Classification of soil horizons was based on The Canadian system of Soil Classification
(Soil Classification Working Group 1998). Hand texture and drainage class were
determined based on the Field Manuel for describing soils in Ontario (Expert Committee
on Soil Survey 1982). Each soil horizon was placed into a plastic lined bag and labeled,
resulting in a total of 1046 samples.
4.3.2 Laboratory Methods
Soil pH and OM analysis was completed in laboratory on all 1046 samples. Soil
pH and EC were determined in a 1:2 soil: deionized water suspension (Thomas, 1996)
using a pH meter (AE150, Fisher Scientific, Hampton, New Hampshire). Loss on ignition
(LOI) technique modified from Veres (2002) was used to determine OM. A ball grinder
(SPEX Sample Prep 800M Mixer/Mill) was used to grind soil until the sample could pass
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through a 75 μm sieve. Before ball grinding soil was passed through a 2mm sieve to
remove any coarse fragments. Approximately 5g of soil was placed in porcelain boats
and air dried at 105 °C for 2 h to ensure all moisture was removed from the sample.
Samples were then weighed and placed into a preheated 550 °C muffle furnace for 4 h,
after 4 h the oven was turned off and left to cool overnight. Porcelain boats were
weighed, both full of soil and empty. The difference in the soil weight was used to
calculate OM.
Texture analysis was completed on a select 238 samples. Texture analysis was
completed using a hydrometer and sieve method, modified from Gee and Bauder
(1986). Soil (20-50g) was weighed in a beaker with 100ml of 50g/L Calgon solution and
100-200ml of deionized water and left overnight. Samples were then thoroughly mixed
using a milkshake mixer and poured through 1 mm, 500 μm and 250 μm sieves into a 1
L graduated cylinder. The graduated cylinder was filled with deionized water and mixed
with a stirring rod until the entire sample was in suspension. Hydrometer and
temperature measurements were then recorded at 40 s and 7 h. A ‘blank’ sample was
also created containing only Calgon solution and water. Hydrometer and temperature
measurements were also recorded for the ‘blank’ sample at 40 s and 7 h. Percent sand,
%silt and %clay were then calculated according to Gee and Bauder (1986).
The sieves and the remaining soil material within them were placed into an 80
°C oven for 1 h. Sieve were then weighed, both full and empty. The weigh difference
was used to determine sand fractions (VCS, CS, ms, fs). The sum of the sand fractions
determined the overall %sand.
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4.3.3 Spectral Data Collection
In situ spectral data for the whole profile was collected at 159 of 205 sample
locations. Accessibility and weather restricted the collection of samples from all
locations. Spectral data was collected using two Ocean Optics USB400 spectrometers
(Ocean Optic Inc., Dunedin, FL), displaying the visible and near-infrared ranges of the
light spectrum, and a modified Veris P4000 (Veris Technologies Inc., Salina, KS)
hydraulic soil probe mounted on a pickup truck (Figure 4.1). Spectral data was collected
continuously as the probe was inserted into the ground up to a maximum depth of 100
cm. At least three spectral scans were collected at each location, by moving the probe
slightly side to side or back and forth to reduce micro scale variability in spectra data.
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Figure 4.1: Modified Veris P4000 (Veris Technologies Inc., Salina, KS) used for collection of in situ
spectral data. The spectrometer is connected to a probe which houses the spectrometer window.
Spectral data is collected continuously as the probe in inserted into the ground.

Laboratory (dry) and field wet spectroscopy measurements were also used in this
research. Laboratory (dry) and field wet spectral data sets were both collected using the
same spectrometers used for in situ spectral data collections. Spectral data was
collected on each horizon for both laboratory (dry) and field wet measurements. Three
scans were collected on each sample and averaged to ensure a representative reading
was obtained; the 3 scans were collected from different areas of the sample. To obtain
laboratory (dry) spectral data airdried-ground (<2mm) samples were tightly packed into
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a petri dish and placed directly against the spectrometer window. For field wet samples,
an intact piece of soil was placed directly against the spectrometer window, if an intact
piece of soil was not available the sample was packed into a petri dish.
4.3.3.1 Spectral Data Organization
Spectral data was organized, cleaned and processed, to decrease noise in the
data. Spectral data below 397 nm and above 2216 nm (i.e. beginning and the end of the
scan) were removed. Spectral data at 1086 nm and 1092 nm, the intersection points of
the two spectrometers, were also removed. Data cleaning was completed on dry, field
wet and in situ spectral data.
In situ data was then organized in way that allowed spectral data to correlate with
each soil horizon. The ‘R’ statistical package (R Core Team, 2018) was used to
separate the continuous spectral data by each soil horizon within the profile. Spectral
data within each horizon was then averaged creating one set of spectral data for each
individual horizon. After data organization, transformation methods can be used to help
address environmental effects such as soil moisture on the in situ collected spectral
data; furthermore, various preprocessing and modelling algorithms can be used to
predict soil properties from the spectral data.
4.3.4 Spectral Data Processing Optimization
Three sets of spectral data were used in this experiment; dry spectral data, field
wet spectral data and in situ spectral data (Figure 4.2). Each spectral set (dry, field wet
and in situ) were split randomly into a 70% calibration and a 30% validation set using
the Kennard-Stone algorithm (Kennard and Stone 1969). After transformation methods
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were used 7 sets of spectral data (dry, field, in situ and 4 types of transformed spectral
data) were available (Table 4.1) (Figure 4.3). Transformed validation spectral data, dry
spectral, field spectral data and non-transformed in situ spectral data were
preprocessing and modeled to estimate OM. First derivative + gap, second derivative +
gap and SNV preprocessing algorithms were used along with PLSR, cubists, RF and
ELM modelling algorithms for the predictive analysis of this data (Figure 4.4), as
previous testing determine these to be the best suited algorithms (chapter 2). R2 values
were then compared to determine the best performing modelling algorithm. The better
performing modelling algorithm was then used to predict pH, %sand, %silt and %clay.
Model parameters (cross validation size and matrix size) for PLSR and cubist were
adjusted when modelling texture fractions to accommodate the smaller sample set size.
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Table 4.1: Description of spectral data sets used in this experiment.

Spectral Data Sets
Dry
Field Wet

Description
Spectral data collected in laboratory on airdried-ground samples
Spectral data collected in laboratory on field condition samples with no
transformation algorithms applied to the spectral data

In situ (not transformed)

Spectral data collected in situ with no transformation algorithm
applied to the spectral data

In situ (DS Field Matrix
transformed)

Spectral data collected in situ with the DS transformation method applied
to the spectral data. The transformation matrix of the DS algorithm was
build using dry spectral data and field wet spectral data

In situ (DS in situ Matrix
transformed)

Spectral data collected in situ with the DS transformation method applied
to the spectral data. The transformation matrix of the DS algorithm was
build using dry spectral data and in situ spectral data

In situ (EPO Field Matrix
transformed)

Spectral data collected in situ with the EPO transformation method applied
to the spectral data. The transformation matrix of the EPO algorithm was
build using dry spectral data and field wet spectral data

In situ (EPO in situ Matrix
transformed)

Spectral data collected in situ with the EPO transformation method applied
to the spectral data. The transformation matrix of the EPO algorithm was
build using dry spectral data and in situ spectral data
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Figure 4.2: Graph showing a subset of dry, field and in situ spectral data after cleaning and before
preprocessing and modelling. The x axis represents the wavelengths of the vis-NIR spectrum, while the
Y axis represents the intensity of the EMR reflection at a particular wavelength. Each coloured lined
represents spectral data from a different sample.
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Figure 4.3: Graphs representing the 4 new sets of spectral data derived after transformation. The x
axis represents the wavelengths of the vis-NIR spectrum, while the Y axis represents the intensity of the
EMR reflection at a particular wavelength.
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Figure 4.4 Flow chart outlining the spectral data sets and algorithms used to predict soil
properties.
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Results
4.4.1 Descriptive statistics
4.4.1.1 Laboratory Measurements
Soil properties were highly variable within the complete sample set which reflects
the spatial distribution (location and depth) associated with sample collection (Table
4.2). Soil pH ranged from 5.89 to 9.10, while OM ranged from 0.39% to 9.65%. Soil
texture was also highly variable for this sample set with %sand, %silt and %clay ranging
from 0.49%, 4.7% and 1.38% to 93.91%, 87.86% and 31.73%, respectively. It is
important to note the discrepancy in number of samples; pH, and OM were measured
on all samples, small differences in sample numbers for these properties is due to
sample loss (Table 4.2). Percent sand, %silt and %clay were measured on a subset of
the total sample set.
Table 4.2: Descriptive statistic for laboratory collected data on complete data set

OM (%)
pH
%Sand
%Silt
%Clay

Mean

Median

Min

Max

SD

2.89
7.68
38.42
48.91
12.66

2.32
7.68
36.01
49.79
11.91

0.39
5.89
0.49
6.07
1.76

9.65
9.10
88.58
87.86
31.73

1.70
0.53
15.73
13.34
5.89

# of
Samples
622
628
153
153
153

Descriptive statistics were also completed for the calibration and validation sets
used for the prediction of soil properties after spectral data transformation (Table 4.3).
The total number of samples was much lower in the calibration and validation sets used
for the prediction of soil properties compared to the total data set. This is due to the
calibration and validation sets used for soil property prediction being derived from the
already lower number of samples (30% validation) that were transformed using the DS
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and EPO algorithms. The smaller sample set used for the prediction of soil properties
resulted in less variability in soil property values.
Table 4.3 Descriptive statistics for laboratory collected data of calibration and validation sets,
containing only the samples that correspond to the field collected spectral data.

Calibration

OM (%)
pH
%Sand
%Silt
%Clay

Mean
2.96
7.76
36.21
53.37
10.81

Median
2.19
7.73
33.97
53.59
9.98

Min
0.68
6.59
19.77
39.48
5.25
Validation

Max
7.58
8.96
52.99
68.65
20.83

SD
1.85
0.46
11.81
9.54
4.35

# of
Samples
104
104
15
15
15

OM (%)
pH
%Sand
%Silt
%Clay

Mean
2.49
7.85
28.46
56.59
10.74

Median
1.99
7.86
25.12
57.95
9.82

Min
0.63
7.06
22.36
50.53
9.18

Max
6.35
8.95
36.17
63.23
13.59

SD
1.42
0.54
6.20
5.14
1.94

# of
Samples
35
35
5
5
5

4.4.2 Optimization of Spectral Processing on OM
Predictive results for dry spectral data, field wet spectral data, non-transformed in situ
spectral data, DS transformed in situ spectral data and EPO transformed in situ spectral
data were compared to determine the optimal from of processing (Table 4.4). Overall
DS predicted OM with higher accuracy compared to EPO transformed spectral data, dry
spectral data, field wet spectral data and non-transformed in situ spectra data.
Predictive results of the DS algorithm using a field wet matrix achieved an R2 of 0.99,
the DS algorithm using a in situ matrix achieved an R2 value of 0.96; these results were
comparable to the results achieved on dry spectral data of R2 of 0.92. The predictive
results of the DS algorithm were much greater than the predictive results of field
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spectral data, non-transformed spectral data, and EPO transformed spectral data (field
wet matrix and in situ matrix) with R2 values of 0.86, 0.59, 0.53 and 0.41, respectively.
1st Derivative + gap or 2nd Derivative + gap in combination with PLSR generated the
best predictions for OM when using the DS transformation algorithm. The DS algorithms
performed better when the transformation matrix was build using field wet spectral data
compared to in situ spectral data. Both matrixes where chosen to predict the remaining
soil properties.
Table 4.4: Statistical results for OM prediction during processing optimization

Before Transformation
Dry
Field
In Situ
Adj

R2

Adj

R2

PLSR
Cubist
RF
ELM

0.92
0.92
0.95
0.95

0.86
0.78
0.84
0.83

PLSR
Cubist
RF
ELM

0.87
0.89
0.89
0.89

0.78
0.78
0.82
0.79

PLSR
Cubist
RF
ELM

0.88
0.93
0.88
0.80

0.69
0.77
0.74
0.62

After Transformation
DS Field DS In situ EPO Field
Matrix
Matrix
Matrix
2
2
2
2
Adj R
Adj R
Adj R
Adj R
1st Derivative + Gap
0.59
0.99
0.96
0.53
0.51
0.98
0.85
0.59
0.57
0.83
0.49
0.42
0.56
0.33
0.13
0.34
2nd Derivative + Gap
0.62
0.99
0.96
0.46
0.61
0.98
0.85
0.50
0.70
0.86
0.53
0.54
0.60
0.27
0.38
0.44
SNV
0.75
0.97
0.80
0.32
0.69
0.97
0.84
0.40
0.61
0.79
0.69
0.29
0.26
0.20
0.69
0.11

EPO In situ
Matrix
2
Adj R
0.41
0.49
0.51
0.53
0.45
0.43
0.37
0.45
0.49
0.55
0.29
0.60

4.4.3 Spectral Predictions for all Soil Properties
Organic matter, pH, %sand, %silt and %clay were predicted using in situ spectral
data after it was transformed using the DS algorithm (Table 4.5) (Table 4.6). Organic
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matter and pH and were better predicted when the transformation matrix was built using
field wet spectral data with R2 values of 0.99 and 0.95, respectively Slightly lower R2
values of 0.96 and 0.85 were obtained fro OM and pH respectively when the matrix was
build using in situ spectral data. Percent sand and %silt were equally predicted using
the field matrix and the in situ matrix with R2 values of 0.99 for both soil properties.
Percent clay was better predicted when the transformation matrix was built using in situ
data with R2 of 0.99 compared to 0.96.
Table 4.5: Statistical results (external validation) for prediction of soil properties using vis-NIR
spectral data transformed with the DS algorithm

1st Derivative + Gap
PLSR Cubist RF
ELM
2
2
2
2
R
R
R
Adj
Adj
Adj
Adj R
OM(%)
0.99
0.98
0.83 0.33
pH
0.95
0.79
0.43 -0.02
%Sand 0.99
0.99
0.95 0.75
%Silt
0.99
0.99
0.99 0.99
%Clay
0.96
0.86
0.74 0.95
1st Derivative + Gap
PLSR Cubist RF
ELM
2
2
2
2
Adj R
Adj R
Adj R
Adj R
OM(%)
0.96
0.85
0.49 0.13
pH
0.76
0.28
0.32 0.28
%Sand 0.99
0.99
0.99 0.73
%Silt
0.97
0.98
0.98 0.91
%Clay
0.99
0.98
0.83 0.89

DS Field Matrix
2nd Derivative + Gap
PLSR Cubist RF
ELM
2
2
2
2
R
R
R
Adj
Adj
Adj
Adj R
0.99
0.98
0.86 0.27
0.94
0.72
0.53 0.29
0.99
0.99
0.99 0.86
0.99
0.99
0.97 0.95
0.96
0.84
0.84 0.80
DS In situ Matrix
2nd Derivative + Gap
PLSR Cubist RF
ELM
2
2
2
2
Adj R
Adj R
Adj R
Adj R
0.96
0.85
0.53 0.38
0.85
0.57
0.47 0.10
0.99
0.99
0.88 0.93
0.99
0.99
0.97 0.89
0.99
0.97
0.96 0.49
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SNV
PLSR Cubist RF
2
2
2
Adj R
Adj R
Adj R
0.97
0.97
0.79
0.91
0.68
0.35
0.95
0.97
0.86
0.98
0.91
0.89
0.91
0.81
0.24

ELM
2
Adj R
0.20
0.42
0.69
0.72
0.20

SNV
PLSR Cubist RF
2
2
2
Adj R
Adj R
Adj R
0.80
0.84
0.69
0.83
0.60
0.31
0.95
0.64
0.87
0.97
0.99
0.92
0.99
0.95
0.90

ELM
2
Adj R
0.69
0.38
-0.25
0.18
-0.18

Table 4.6: Statistical results (Calibration) for prediction of soil properties using vis-NIR spectral
data transformed with the DS algorithm

1st Derivative + Gap
PLSR Cubist RF
ELM
2
2
2
2
Adj R
Adj R
Adj R
Adj R
OM(%)
0.99
0.99
0.98
0.39
pH
0.96
0.89
0.95 0.04
%Sand 0.99
0.99
0.98
0.99
%Silt
0.99
0.99
0.99 0.97
%Clay
0.99
0.99
0.98 0.98
1st Derivative + Gap
PLSR Cubist RF
ELM
2
2
2
2
R
R
R
Adj
Adj
Adj
Adj R
OM(%)
0.99
0.96
0.97 0.57
pH
0.94
0.75
0.95 0.41
%Sand 0.99
0.99
0.99 0.78
%Silt
0.99
0.99
0.99 0.96
%Clay
0.99
0.98
0.98 0.95

DS Field Matrix
2nd Derivative + Gap
PLSR Cubist RF
ELM
2
2
2
2
Adj R
Adj R
Adj R
Adj R
0.99
0.99
0.98 0.32
0.97
0.81
0.95 0.47
0.99
0.99
0.98 0.91
0.99
0.99
0.98 0.97
0.99
0.99
0.99 0.97
DS In situ Matrix
2nd Derivative + Gap
PLSR Cubist RF
ELM
2
2
2
2
R
R
R
Adj
Adj
Adj
Adj R
0.99
0.95
0.96 0.85
0.93
0.74
0.96 0.21
0.99
0.99
0.99 0.88
0.99
0.99
0.98 0.86
0.99
0.99
0.98 0.73

SNV
PLSR Cubist RF
2
2
2
Adj R
Adj R
Adj R
0.99
0.98
0.97
0.95
0.82
0.92
0.95
0.99
0.98
0.98
0.99
0.98
0.99
0.98
0.94

ELM
2
Adj R
0.26
0.43
0.73
0.96
0.13

SNV
PLSR Cubist RF
2
2
2
Adj R
Adj R
Adj R
0.95
0.91
0.96
0.94
0.81
0.94
0.97
0.99
0.98
0.99
0.99
0.98
0.97
0.89
0.94

ELM
2
Adj R
0.80
0.49
0.54
0.61
0.10

SNV was the worst performing preprocessing algorithms, while 1st Derivative +
Gap and 2nd Derivative + Gap performed outperformed SNV but performed equally well
to each other. PLSR was the best performing modelling algorithm followed by cubist.

Discussion
It is important to note that adjusted R2 was used for the statistical results of this
research. Adjusted R2 values may be negative when model performance is extremely
poor. Additionally, it is importance to note that adjusted R2 values are typically lower
than R2 values (Viscarra Rossel et al. 2006).
Processing optimization showed that applying a DS transformation to in situ
collected spectral data was the best method based on comparing R2 in the model. The
DS transformation algorithm was specifically designed to edit spectral data that was
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collected at varying conditions (Wang et al 1991). The DS transformation algorithm
performed better than the EPO transformation algorithm; the DS algorithms is based on
building a relationship between a known set of dry spectral data and a corresponding
set of field spectral data, compared to the EPO algorithm which is based on an
orthogonal reprojection of the spectral data (Ji et al. 2015). For optimal performance of
EPO, the orthogonal reprojection must be optimized by testing various combinations of
dry spectral data and wet spectral data, without this optimization an ideal reprojection
may not occur (Ji et al. 2015). Ji et al. (2016), found that the performance of DS
increased with sample set size, the large sample set used in this experiment may have
contributed to the performance of DS.
It is interesting to note the increased performance of DS when the matrix is built
with dry data and field data compared to dry data and in situ data for OM and pH;
however, a large difference in results is not seen. The differences in prediction accuracy
for OM and pH from DS with a field matrix was used compared to DS with an in situ
matrix are 0.03 and 0.19. No difference in prediction accuracy was seen for %sand and
silt. The small difference in prediction accuracy justifies that the field samples could be
eliminated from the process. The additional time and cost of collecting field samples and
field spectral data is not worth the small increase in predication accuracy compared to
only using dry and in situ samples and data.
Results for the prediction of OM, pH, %sand, %silt and %clay after DS
transformation were better than other studies in the literature. Ji et al. (2015) and Ji et al
(2016) both used DS to transform spectral data and predict OM with much less success
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with R2 values of 0.69 and 0.63, respectively. Ji et al. (2016), also predicted pH with
lower accuracy with an R2 of 0.61. Ji et al. (2015) and Ji et al. (2016) collected spectral
data on intact field samples, compared to spectra in the current research which was
collected in situ; the method of spectral collected may have an influence on the results.
In situ spectral data collects continuous data as the probe is inserted into the ground,
the increased number of spectral scans compared to a direct scan on a sample may
attribute to the increased performance of in situ collected spectral data. By inserting the
probe directly into the ground for in situ spectral data collection, it is ensured that no
outside light is interfering with the scan; this may decrease noise in the data and also
contribute to the improved accuracy of an in situ scan.
Zhang et al. (2017) predicted OM and pH at a similar accuracy compared to Ji et
al. (2015) and Ji et al. (2016) with R2 values of 0.66 and 0.67, respectively. Spectral
data in this study was collected in situ but was not transformed prior to analysis (Zhang
et al. 2017); these results further demonstrate that in situ collected spectral data may
yield better results compared to spectral data collected on field condition samples.
However, predictive results for OM achieved by Zhang et al. (2017) (R2 = 0.66) were
lower compared to non-transformed spectral data predictions in the current research (R2
= 0.86). The decrease in prediction accuracy by Zhang et al. (2017) is likely due to the
preprocessing and modelling algorithms used. Zhang et al. (2017), used Savitzky-Golay
and cubist to analyses spectral data; previous optimization in the current research did
not determine this as an optimal preprocessing-modelling combination.
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Ackerson et al. (2017) collected in situ spectral data for the prediction of clay
content. The study reported a lower R2 (0.60) value at one location compared to Zhang
et al. (2017) (0.70) and the current research (0.99). However, Ackerson et al. (2017)
reported higher R2 values of 0.72, 0.74 and 0.82 at three other locations compared to
Zhang et al. (2017). Ackerson et al. (2017) used EPO to transform the spectral data
which may explain the lower prediction compared to the current research.
Percent sand and %silt content were also predicted with greater accuracy in the
current research with adjusted R2 values of 0.99 compared to 0.50 and 0.00 in the study
completed by Zhang et al. (2017). This suggested that the use of the DS transformation
will greatly increase predictability over non-transformed spectral data. SNV was the
worst performing preprocessing algorithms, while 1st Derivative + Gap and 2nd
Derivative + Gap performed equally better. The current research also found a higher
prediction for %sand and %silt compared to some laboratory studies (Hobley and Prater
2019; Conforti et al. 2018). These results further suggest the nature of the in situ
collected spectral data improved the results.
Looking at the performance of preprocessing algorithms, 1st derivative + gap and
2nd derivative + gap performed equally well in the current research and both
outperformed SNV. The ability of a derivative to enhance small spectral absorptions and
its ability to improve spectral predictions on complex data sets is likely the reason it
performed better than SNV (Stevens and Ramirez-Lopez 2014). Partial Least Square
Regression was the best performing modelling algorithm, PLSR is commonly used for
spectral predictions (Viscarra Rossel et al. 2006); this research further promotes its use.
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Finally, the near perfect, to perfect predictions seen in this study may suggest
model overfitting (Valbuena et al. 2017). The sample set used for these predictions was
extremely small (15 samples in calibration and 5 samples in validation) and the size of
the data set likely contributed the enhanced predictability.
The findings of this study offer a tremendous contribution to the scientific
community, as they offer a potential alternative to traditional soil analysis that would
eliminate the need to obtain a physical soil sample. Challenges are associated with this
type of data collection such as field and weather conditions. Field conditions and
weather conditions impact the ability to enter the field with the required equipment and
obtain a sample. The modified Veris P4000 (Veris Technologies Inc., Salina, KS)
instrument used to collect this data is unique and not readily available to the public,
most spectrometers are not designed to collected data in situ as this instrument is; thus,
this could be a challenge moving forward.

Conclusion
This study compared the ability of dry, field, in situ and transformed in situ spectral
data to predict OM. The best processing method for eliminating environmental effects
found on in situ collected spectral data was determined and used to predict 4 other soil
properties. The DS algorithm was found to be the best method available for increasing
the prediction accuracy of in situ collected spectral data. Spectral predictions using DS
transformed in situ spectral data were carried out for pH, OM, %sand, %silt and %clay;
in conclusion, vis-NIR spectroscopy can be used to predict these soil properties in situ
eliminating the need to obtain a physical soil sample.
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Chapter Five
General Conclusions and Future Directions
Visible-Near Infrared (vis-NIR) spectroscopy was used to estimate several soil
properties on three different types of soil samples; airdried-ground samples, field wet
samples and in situ samples. The overall aim of the project was to determine if vis-NIR
spectroscopy offers a faster and denser sampling method to collect soil data.
Preprocessing and modelling algorithms available for vis-NIR spectroscopy were
optimized by predicting organic matter (OM) on dry soil samples. It was found that 1st
derivative + gap, 2nd derivative + gap and Standard Normal Variance (SNV) were the
best performing preprocessing algorithms in combination with four modelling algorithms.
The four modelling algorithms selected for this research were Partial Least Square
Regression (PLSR), Cubist, Random Forest (RF) and Extreme Learning Machine
(ELM). The 12 combinations of preprocessing and modelling algorithms were then used
to predict electrical conductively (EC), pH, %sand, %silt, %clay, %very coarse sand
(VCS), %coarse sand (CS), %medium sand (ms), and %fine sand (fs) on dry soil
samples, field wet soil samples and in situ soil samples with vis-NIR spectroscopy.
Soil pH, OM, %sand, %silt, %CS, %VCS and %ms were all predicted well
(R2>0.50) using vis-NIR spectroscopy on airdried-ground samples. EC, %clay and %fs
were poorly predicted with R2 values of 0.22, 0.36, 0.49, respectively. One
preprocessing and modelling algorithm combination did not inclusively outperform the
other combinations; however, in general 1st derivate + gap and RF performed best.
Overall, methods can be taken to achieve optimal preprocessing and modelling
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algorithms; however, using several combinations is best, as one combination cannot be
named as optimal for all data sets and soil properties. Soil properties can be predicted
using vis-NIR spectroscopy on airdried-ground samples in the laboratory; however, it
may not be advanced enough to completely replace traditional analysis methods.
Although the use of vis-NIR spectroscopy offers potential for a faster method of soil
analysis time is still required in sample preparation (drying and grinding); use of
spectroscopy on field wet samples would greatly decrease this time requirement.
Unknown environmental conditions of field wet samples can influence vis-NIR
spectroscopy data. Environmental effects such as, soil moisture content can mask the
presence of other soil properties and cause a decrease in prediction accuracy. Two
transformation algorithms, Direct Standardization (DS) and External Parameter
Orthogonalisation (EPO), were compared to determine if a transformation method was
required for removing environmental effects on vis-NIR spectral data and if it was
required which method was optimal. Previously optimized preprocessing and modelling
algorithms (Chapter 2) were used to predict OM on field wet samples before
transformation of spectral data and after transformation with the DS and the EPO
algorithm. Results found EPO to decrease the prediction accuracy of OM in all cases,
while DS improved prediction accuracy in 3 of 12 cases. DS improved prediction
accuracy when 2nd derivative + gap was used with PLSR, cubits and RF. Spectral data
transformed with the DS algorithm was then used to predict OM, EC, pH, %sand, %silt,
%clay, %VCS, %CS, %ms and %fs. The results indicated that a transformation method
is not necessarily needed to improve prediction results of field collected spectral data.
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The result also indicated that the preprocessing and modelling algorithms used
influence the prediction accuracy of transformation methods.
Organic matter and pH were well predicted using vis-NIR spectroscopy on field
wet samples with R2 values of 0.92 and 0.67, respectively. All other soil properties were
poorly predicted with R2 values less than 0.50 which was likely attributed to the use of
the transformation method when not necessary. Overall, a transformation method was
not needed to improve the prediction accuracy of field collected spectral data. However,
when the DS and EPO transformation methods were compared DS outperformed EPO.
In conclusion, transformation methods are available to eliminate environmental effects
of field wet spectral data but may not be needed depending on the condition of the
samples. The results of this study ultimately conclude that using vis-NIR spectroscopy
on field wet sample plausible and thus, vis-NIR spectroscopy has potential to be used
directly in the field.
Visible-NIR spectroscopy was tested in situ for the prediction of OM, pH, %sand,
%silt and %clay. Previous research demonstrated the plausibility of vis-NIR
spectroscopy to predict these soil properties; additionally, previous research
demonstrated that transformation algorithms can be used to eliminate environmental
effects of field collected spectral data. Optimization was again completed for the
prediction of OM; DS and EPO transformed in situ spectral data, both with 2 different
transformation matrixes, were compared to dry, field wet and non-transformed in situ
spectral data. The two transformation matrices used were a dry-field wet matrix and a
dry-in situ matrix. Results indicated that the DS algorithm was optimal over the EPO
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algorithm for removing environmental effects on spectral data. Using DS transformed in
situ spectral data it was found that OM, pH, %sand, %silt and %clay were predicted
very successfully with exceptionally high R2 values (R2>0.90).
In conclusion, vis-NIR spectroscopy offers tremendous potential in situ, results
indicated that vis-NIR spectroscopy could offer an alternative method of soil analysis
that eliminates the need to obtain a physical soil sample. Overall the findings of these
studies indicate tremendous opportunity to the scientific community as vis-NIR
spectroscopy could replace traditional soil analysis methods and act in a nondestructive manner directly in the field, reducing time required to obtain soil data.
Throughout this research several challenges and limitations of spectroscopy
were unveiled.
1) Most spectrometers currently available on the market are not equipped to
operate in field conditions. Even spectrometers equipped to operate in field
conditions have limitations associated with them such as minimum operating
temperature.
2) Soil properties correlate with unique wavelengths on the light spectrum; if that
particular wavelength is not measurable with the specific spectrometer being
used the soil property cannot accurately be predicted.
3) When predicting soil properties in situ soil compaction and stones in the soil
can limit the penetration depth of the probe.
Throughout this research several topics were also recognized for the future work.
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1) Several preprocessing and modelling algorithms are available for the analysis of
spectral data and seem to perform differently depending on the condition of the
soil sample and the soil property being predicted. Further research is suggested
to examine the use of more preprocessing and modelling algorithms for
prediction of soil properties using vis-NIR spectroscopy, in hopes to determine
one optimal combination.
2) The DS algorithm was suggested to be the optimal transformation algorithm
available to eliminate environmental effects of field wet or in situ collected
spectral data. However, further research should be completed to compare
prediction accuracy of transformed spectral data to non-transformed spectral
data on several different soil properties, opposed to just OM. This research would
help to determine if a transformation algorithm is necessary for the prediction of
all soil properties or only select soil properties when predicting at field or in situ
conditions.
3) The use of vis-NIR spectroscopy for the prediction of soil nutrients should be
explored. Evidence in the literature demonstrates the potential of vis-NIR
spectroscopy to predict soil nutrients. If soil nutrients could be predicted in situ
using vis-NIR spectroscopy it would further the potation for spectroscopy to act
as an alternative method of soil analysis.
4) The use of vis-NIR spectroscopy in situ should be tested on a larger data set to
help determine if perfection accuracy in the current research was over predicted
due to the small set of validation data.
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5) The use of more bands of spectral data for the prediction of soil properties. Some
soil properties that were not well predicted in the vis-NIR spectral region may be
better predicted by another area of the light spectrum. Additionally, fusion of
different spectral bands may help to improve predictions. Some soil properties
may register at multiple spectral bands; by incorporating a sense of fusion
prediction of these properties may increase.
6) Finally, research should be conducted to look at the effects of vis-NIR
spectroscopy as soil horizons change. Can vis-NIR spectroscopy detect a
difference between an Ap horizon and a Bt horizon etc.? If vis-NIR spectroscopy
can determine soil horizons it could be used for soil series identification and act
as a faster method of data collection..
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Chapter Six
Contribution to Science
This thesis provided the following contributions to the scientific community,
overall the thesis provided enhanced methods for the use of vis-NIR spectroscopy to
predict soil properties:
1) A review of several preprocessing and modelling algorithms was completed to
determine the optimal combination of algorithms to use for the prediction of soil
properties on airdried-ground samples with vis-NIR spectroscopy.
2) A demonstration of the performance of vis-NIR spectroscopy in Ontario soils, a
newer more diverse soil than previous vis-NIR spectroscopy studies.
3) A comparison of the Direct Standardization (DS) and External Parameter
Orthogonalisation (EPO) transformation modelling on field wet samples; along
with a comparison of previously optimized (1) preprocessing and modelling
algorithms on field wet samples and how they affect transformation methods.
4) A detailed comparison of DS and EPO transformed in situ spectral data
predictions compared to non-transformed in situ, non-transformed field wet and
dry spectral predictions; including a comparison of DS and EPO with different
transformation matrix. This is the first time a comparison has been completed in
this amount of detail.
5) A demonstration of the use of vis-NIR spectroscopy to depth in situ eliminating
the need to obtain a physical soil sample.
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6) A three times repetition (chapter 2,3 and 4) of the use of vis-NIR spectroscopy to
predict OM on airdried-ground samples. This repetition offers results using a
different calibration/validation split each time. The promising results during each
split further prove the use of vis-NIR spectroscopy for the prediction on OM.
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